
For more than forty years, ever since DuMont introduced the 
commercially-produced cathode-ray tube (inset, above). pro
fessional users of high-resolution CRTs have wQrked with only 
a part of th_eir natural visual capacity. They have been limited 
by single-color phosphor screens. Multi-color screens have· 
been avai lable, but only in low-resolution shapow mask and 
similar tubes. · 

Now, with the introduction of DuMont's proprietary P49 
color penetration phosphor screen, professional users can 
have a vivid, four-color display AND high resolution-reso
lution comparable to that of high quality monochromtd::RTs 
-with superior contrast and clarity. ~~ .. :. 

-" \ ~ .. 
COLOR sorts out complex data. emphasizes critical p~b·rity 
information, reduces operator fatigue. Operators. assimilate 
color-classified data faster, make accurate judgements more 
quickly, reach decisions and take action sooA-er ·than when 
working with monochrome displays. Input data· processors 
can readily be programmed to detect input errors .or iliicit 
codes and alert operators by a visuaJ alarm sign~l !'_ 

We've shown an Air Traffic Control display, but· it could. jusl · 
as well have been for: 

0 Public util ity power dispatching 
0 Nuclear reactor status 

' . • 

Typocal Aor TraffonGontrol Prescntatoon Courtesy CPS Inc. 

0 Municipal traffic control 
0 Military command and control 
0 Refinery/ chemica/ process control 
0 Transportation con(rol and dispatch 

And most computer-controlled graphic display ~ystems. that 
, now use monochrome CRTs can be converted ito color with 

only minor hardware and programmiti'g changes. .. 
Make your present - or next - display 'system more effective 
with DuMont's P49 high-resolution color CRTs. Call us for 
information about high-brightness color- penelr.ation CRTs in 

.r sizes up, to 25-inch' Gli~goni'!l'- {201 ) 7.73:2000. Or wnte to 
··.,. • 

-~-
· 6 . . . t S\0 
>. seeusa m 

Subsid.iary of THOMSON-€SF '"p 

- . · , .No othef c;ompany has as much CRT experience. 
J • • • .• •• ~ '1" • 

El · m r.,_ • t Electron . 

U en, . Tubes & '?evie,es · 
Corporation ' . . 
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MESSAGE 

It has been my privilege to serve as President of the Society for Information Display during the past two years. Discharging 
the responsibilities of this office, objectively, affords one a uniquely all-encompassing perspective of the SID. Based on this 
experience , I would like to share with you my assessment of the Society, its strengths and weaknesses, what has been achiev
ed and what, I believe, remains to be accomplished. 

We are a powerful technical group. Consider our size and examine our impact on the technology scene. SID has become a 
testing ground for new concepts and thoughts; the recognized forum for scientific debates. We have succeeded in attract ing to 
our ranks the finest minds in the display field. This self-perpetuating process continues to snowball. But more should be done, 
particularly in the area of display standards - nationally and internationally. 

Over the years, the SID Proceedings have achieved such stature that few articles dealing with display technology fail to list 
one or more Proceedings issues in their bibliographies. Library subscriptions continue to grow. An excellent job is being done 
in this area. 

Our technologically outstanding Symposia continue to be plagued by mundane administrative problems. Ways must be found 
to speed up distribution of advance programs. Deteriorating mail service and continuing competition for the time and dollars 
of prospective attendees demand improvement in this area. 

A long term viable publications arrangement must be established for Information Display. This subject has been explored so 
extensively that it would be redundant to elaborate fu rther. Suffice to say that good progress is being made toward this goal. 

Inadequate communications between the Society's administration, SID's Chapters and individual members remains a nagging 
weakness. The "President's Message" in Information Display is really not suitable for this pu rpose. It is too short, infrequent
ly published, too broadly circulated and restrictive by virtue to the medium. To overcome this, let te rs dealing with major 
issues have recently been ci rculated to all Board Members, Chapter Chairmen and National Comm ittee Chairmen. Individual 
members remain dependent on Chapter meetings and local newsletters for dissemination of such information. They should be 
encouraged to express their views to the National Office. 

Administratively , strong policies have been implemented to assure competitive procurement for all major disbu rsals. Financial 
responsibility and authority to the Chapter level have been clari fied through bylaws changes. 

Most important of all , SID Chapters are vigorous and creative. It is grati fying to see programs from the new chapters in 
Chicago and Japan rivaling and occasionally surpassing those of their well established counterparts in other areas. 

l leave the Presidency, certain of SID's abiding technical predominance and confident that the extant administrative mechan
sims will sustain sound management of the Society in the fu lure. 

My thanks to all of you who have and continue to give so much of your time, thought and effort in support of these object
ives. 
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ROBERT C. KLEIN 
President- SID 

Call on us for all 
commercial, industrial 
and military 
applications. 
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systems opp icotion 
of fi m-bosed 
optical video discs 

Jonathan A. Jerome 
1/0 Metric Corporation 

Initial research and development of video discs have been 
directed to one limited goal: the retrieval of ten to thirty 
minutes of video and video-synchronized audio from one disc 
of approximately thirty centimeters diameter. The video and 
audio signals are to be compatible for playback on any typical, 
non-professional consumer television set, via transmission to 
the external antenna input of the set. Numerous systems to 
accomplish this goal have now been demonstrated. At tention 
is now t:eu lereu uu the furlhe r refinement uf the uemonstrated 
systems, and on the extension of the video disc capabili ty to 
new areas of application. A summary of several of these 
potential areas of application is presented in Table I, along 
with an indication of the required disc formats and the disc 
player configurations . Also described in Table I is the con
sumer-compatible application, and some of the desirable 
features which could be added to the basic playback device. 

APPLICATION 

1. Video Playback 

2. Video Visual 
Image Store 

3. Educational/ 
I nstitu tiona! 

4. Read Only 
Memory/High 
Density Data 
Store 

DISC PARAMETERS PLAYBACK DEVICE 
CONFIGURATION 

10-30 min. play ing 
time from continuous 
video signal on spiral 
track 

Realtime forward/ 
reverse, stop frame, 
optional slow crawl/ 
rapid advance 

5,000-50,000 indexed Computer controlled 
circular video tracks rapid-random access 

Segmented video 
signal on spiral track 

Circular video or 
circular computer 
compatible digital 
tracks 

Programmed inter
active playback under 
local computer control 

Fixed head, electron
ically switched video/ 
digital read 

Table I Applications and parameters/playback configuration 
for video disc syste ms. 
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Simple continuous retrieval of the video and audio informa
tion from a spiral t rack or a set of circular tracks can be ac
complished by means of several different technologies, utiliz
ing either magnetic, capacitive, mechanical, or optical means. 
However, whenever additional system requirements are in tro
duced, such as extended stop-frame or rapid random access, 
only optical retrieval offers a significant capability. Indeed, 
even the simple system requirement of maintaining file in
tegrity in use will in most applications eliminate all but an 
optical retrieval. Typical capacitive and mechanical retrieval 
means are limited to approximately 100 passes at the data on 
the disc, at which point significant degradation is introduced . 
Magnetic storage of the information on the disc does not pro
vide archival pro tection in the presence of small thermal and 
magnetic shocks. 

A final consideration with respect to systems applications 
of optical-based video discs is the overall ease with which the 
video disc component of the system may be used. A film-based 
video disc technology offers maximum flexibili ty in those 
areas where only small numbers of copies are made, and where 
mastering and duplicating costs would otherwise dominate. A 
non-ftlm based optical technology requires a complex se
quence of steps to generate a playable copy. For example, to 
generate a pressed PVC disc for use with an optical readout, 
the following steps are required : fi rst, a metal coated glass 
master is mounted . The video signal is burned into the metal 
coating using a high power laser. The metal coating is subse
quently over-coated with a layer of photoresist that is exposed 
through the under-surface of the disc to ultra-viloet light. A 
negative working photoresist is used, so subsequent develop
ment leaves only the exposed areas. Finally, electrodeposition 
of an appropriate metal on the photoresist yields a stamping 
tool which may be used to press PVC discs. In contrast , a 
photographic fi lm disc is exposed with a low power laser, and 
developed in under ten minutes in a simple automated film 
processor. Here, the master photographic film disc is immedi
ately playable, or may be used to generate copies by means 
of a simple contact printing process. 

In order to exploit these basic advantages of the film-based 
video disc technology, development of the recording and 
playback capability, as described below, has been in the 
direction of greatest ease and most natural execution. 

FILM DISC RECORDING 

The actual recording process fo r a given video film disc de
pends on the eventual application in which the disc will be 

used. A general recorder has been developed which is consist
ent with recording file-indexed circular tracks or a continuous 
spiral at arbitrary densities exceeding 500 tracks/mm. The 
optical layout of the recorder is presented in Fig. I. In detail, a 
low power 3mw HeNe laser delivers light to an acousto-optical 
modulator. The signal of interest is induced on the laser beam 
by means of the modulator driver. This signal can be either the 
direct analog video signal, or a frequency or pulse position 
modulated video signal, or in general any analog or digital 
signal. The modulated laser beam is delivered to the surface of 
the film disc by an ordinary microscope objective, with a 
numerical aperture chosen between 0.1 and 0.8, depending on 
the particular application . Further details include a beam 
contractor before the modulator to increase its frequency 
response to -3dB at 7MHz; and a set of transfer optics to 
match the aperture of the modulated beam to that of the 
microscope objective. 

Laser Disc 
Recorder 

Modulator Orivt-r 

I 

;[}-----
V•deo S•gnol In 

Imaging lens 

I 
T 

0 

R~om Co,..• rnctOf' 

1\ 0 ModulotOf' 

Trnr'l\ff!r Optic. 

1-1 ---\-<-- "' 
Viewing S<;:: t 

M rcro,cope 
Ob1e-clt..,e 

Q F1lm O.u: 

- ;I;-

t>--q- - < 

\ \Oetector I Amplifier 

3 Color Moni lor 

Figure 1. Optical/ mechanical layout of the laser d isc recorder 
for recording the f loppy disc mode. 

Al l recording is carried out directly on the film sheet in a 
floppy disc mode without using any rotating supporting sub
strate. Historically, film -based disc recording was carried out 
using emulsions bonded directly onto glass plates, or film 
sheets mounted on large optical flate. This use of massive 
glass substrates introduces considerable mechanical difficulty 
and also considerable danger, as the discs must be rotated in 
excess of ten times per second. Elimination of the glass sub
strate by recording directly on the film sheet supported only 
by an air bearing significantly simplifies the mechanical con
figuration and also makes the practicing of the recording 
process significantly easier. 

The most severe mechanical constraint remaining is that the 
disc must spin fla t to the depth of focus of the recording 
objective, or several microns. The film disc is a 1001-1 thick 
mylar sheet with an emulsion on the order to S1-1 thick; it is 
spun some hundreds of microns above an appropriately 

configured stationary support plate. The rate of rotation 
required by video and high bandpass digital recording, in 
excess of 10Hz, is sufficient to flatten the disc at any one 
fixed radius to several microns. The film sheet is of course a 
flexible membrane, and hence acquires a radial profile in 
rotation. By appropriate choice of the support plate, the air 
bearing will generate a profile flat to within I 01-1 over the disc 
radii at which recording is carried out. Fig. 2 shows a typical 
disc profile as measured on the recorder. Note that the most 
rapid variation of vertical position of the disc surface occurs at 
the larger radii , where the signal recorded is least affected by 
such variations. Fortunately, a given disc profile does not seem 
highly sensitive to local irregularities (on the order of so~-~) of 
the stationary support plate. Instead, only the global character 
of the plate and the air flow that it introduces are important. 

Control of the initial focus of the laser beam, and elimina
tion of the effect of disc profile, are provided by directly 
viewing the focused beam on the disc surface. This is ac
complished by introducing a beam splitter (actually, a clear 
optical glass) above the microscope objective. Light scattered 
from the emulsion back through the objective is re-imaged 
onto a viewing screen. Control of the focused beam by mecha
nical translation of the objective is to nearly a micron. Di
rection of motion (up or down) is indicated by using a slightly 
off-axis beam in recording. 

As indicated in Fig. 1, the laser beam after passing through 
the film is directed onto a silicon photodiode. For maximum 
flexibility this can be done with a small fibe r optic, thus allow
ing a realtime monitoring of the modulated laser beam 
throughout the recording process. 

The resulting master disc is shown in Fig. 3. This particular 
disc has a 33cm diameter; the disc itself has the physical 
properties of an ordinary sheet of negative black and white 
photographic film. It contains a continuous spiral video 
track with a 2.7/J cen ter-to-center track spacing. The resulting 
playing time at the normal NTSC video framing rate is 20 
minutes. Increases of playing time by a factor of two or three 
can be achieved by the layering of discs in the vertical direc
tion. Playing time can also be increased by increasing the track 
density, or by the introduction of appropriate skip line or skip 
frame technique. In general, any of these means for significant
ly increasing the playing time requires additional sophistica-

10.0 film height 
vs 

8.0 
-.; radius 
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0 
b 
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6.0 

.. 
~ 
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4.0 

·a:; 
~ 

2.0 

0 

14 12 10 8 6 

radius (em ) 

F igure 2. Variation in height of the fi lm d isc surface as a 
function of radius. Measurements were taken with the disc 
rotating at 1800 rpm, with the height at each radial point 
being an average for the disc circumference. 
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tion in the playback device . 
The film-based video disc as shown in Fig. 3 is impervious 

to normal handling hazards. It can be stored or shipped in a 
rolled or flat form. The information contained on the disc 
itself has all of the usual archival characteristics associated 
with photographic film recording. Minor environmentally 
induced imperfections (fingerprints, dust , scratches) are out of 
focus or are undetectable when high numerical apertu res are 
used on replay. Major environmental insults are often tolerable 
due to the inherent redundancy in a typical video signal. In 
general , restoration of the disc even after extensive handling is 
easily achieved by use of ordinary film cleaner to eliminate 
foreign matter accumulated on the disc surfaces. 

FILM DISC PLAYBACK 

Replay of the film video disc can be accomplished by use 
of either a laser or an incandescen t light source. Use of the 
laser provides a higher bandpass and increased signal to noise 
ratio, at the expense of the requirement for more sophisticated 
optical and electronic servo systems. Also , the introduction 
o f the laser playback operated at its higher bandpass intro
duces coheren t noise at the detector resulting from residual 
random film structure. However , careful optical alignment can 
produce a h igh quality video signal compatible with a standard 
television display . This is indicated in Fig. 4 (photo on front 
cover). Here the laser recorder is being used t o replay a pre
viously exposed and developed film disc. The original signal re
corded on the disc was a full NTSC signal, derived from a 
normal commercial video broadcast ("Rhyme and Reason ," 
W.T . Naud Productions). Visible in the foreground is the laser 
beam which is here being used to read the signal on the disc . 
The signal was recorded in the di rect analog mode with pre
emphasis at the 3 .58MHz sub-carrier frequency. The signal as 
presented on the standard 3-color monitor is dervied direct ly 
from the am phi tude modulat ion of th e laser in tensity by the 
analog pattern on the disc ; the only signal processing involved 
in retrieval is the resto ra tion of the chrominance time-base 
stability , to allow use of a non-crit ical , free-running rotation of 
the disc. 

Many systems applicatio ns require a less critical configur
ation involving an incandescent light source rather than the 
coherent laser source . Fig. 5 shows a standard opto-mechanical 
design appropria te fo r use with an incandescent source. 
Playback device development has been directed towards max
imum ease and maximum stab ility in use for such applications. 
Basic to this capability is the inherent flexib ili ty of the non
contact optical read method , the utilization of an incandescent 
source for illumination , and the careful exploitation of the 
advantages of flying the disc in the floppy disc mode. Fig. 6 
shows successful retrieval of video data from a video player 
which is being casually hand-held. Even the extreme environ
mental conditions depicted (non-stable mounting at an ex
treme angle) do no t significantly alter retrieval quality. Oper
ation of the video player is considerably more reliable than 
operat ion of an ordinary audio turntable. 

An important system application indicated in Table I is 
the storage of fi le related data. This data can be text or pic
torial in nature, or a combination of both. For example, an 
identificat ion system based on a standard driver's license 
wou ld be compatible with a simple monochrome data re
t rieval. F ig. 7 shows the retrieval of a single fixed video frame 
from a film disc. Here an incandescent source was used with 
detection effected by a silicon photodiode. The photodiode 
was operated with a proprie tary non-nominal current sensing 
circuit to maximize the perceived signal to noise ratio. 

This type o f file material can easily be indexed , wi th each 
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frame on one disc or on a sequence of d iscs being tagged with 
a unique number in one of its vertical retrace intervals. (In 
Fig. 3 , the vertical retrace intervals are visible as the wide 
radial bands some I 0° in extent. T hese bands provide the 
vertical synchronization fo r the video signal. An embedded 

Figure 3. Appearance of the video film disc. This particular 
disc has a playing time in excess of 20 minutes at the full 
NTSC video framing rate. 

indexing code in this interval would not appear on a standard 
television display.) Retrieval can be automated and carried ou t 
under either local or remote computer control. Under local 
control, a file number manually loaded into the external read 
register of a computer residing with in the video player would 
initiate retrieval o f the desired video frame. For more ex
tensive systems, for example in the maintenance o f financial 
o r accounting file data , one video player may be interfaced to 
a large number of separate read terminals. One master com-

VIDEO DISC PLAYBACK 
UNIT 

VID EO DETECTOR ~ GAlVANOMETER 
:) \ MOUNT 

AVALANCHE PHOTOOI~OE 

'- MOVABlE MI RR.OR 
OTODIOOE TRACKI NG-

-FOCUS ARRAY 

AUTOMATI C FOCUS 
DRIV ER 

ASPHERIC 
CONDEN SER PAIR~ 

MINIATURE i 
INCANDESC ENT 
IllUMINATOR 

LAMP 

,lA'I'BACK DRIVE 

SERVO-CONTROll E 0 
I TURNTABLE MOTOR 

STATIONARY 
AIR BE ARING 

PlATE 

Figure 5. Optical/mechanical layout of t he standard playback 
device which uses an incandescent source. 
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pu ter may then control access to the video file by establishing 
the appropriate queing; system access time is minimized by 
buffering the fi le with a frame-grabbing capabili ty . In this 
mode , the maximum access time to any frame on a disc from 
any one read stat ion should be no more than one second. 

In considering file data applications, the characteristics of 
a film stored data base must be recognized. That is , a file 

Figure 6 . The video signal displayed is generated directly 
by the hand-held video player, demonstrating operation 
under environmental stress. 

-.... - --· -·-----· 
.:~~~~=~~~ 
~~ a....-cArt · · 

Figure 7. The video frame presented on the monitor is derived 
from a video player using a film disc and an incandescent 
source for illumination. 
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which is continuously revised would more naturally be main
tained as a magnetic stored data base. However, for those files 
for which file integrity is cri tical (such as financial files) , or 
for those files for which only additions and not revisions are 
needed (generally called lib rary files) , a film-stored data base 
is a clear advantage. 

Of the further systems applications listed in Table I , the use 
of the video d isc medium as an instructional device is almost 
immediately obvious. This use can be carried out at several 
levels of sophistication. At the most primit ive level, the 
video disc and player can be used as a simple train ing device. 
Physical actions and verbal instructions can be demonstrated 
and repeated in great detail either continuously or over and 
over, at the requirements of the viewer. The software material 
can be segmented in to a programmed sequence, with progres
sion through the sequence under viewer control. At the most 
advanced level of use of the disc medium, progression t hrough 
the software would be under local computer control. The 
progression would be dete rmined by interaction between 
the viewer and the computer: questions would be generated 
from the software material on the disc, and presented to the 
viewer at appropriate branch points. The viewer's responses 
would be weighed by the computer, and would be used to 
calculate subsequent program progression. Here it is important 
to no te t hat many of these instructional applications would 
involve only very limited numbers of copies of discs on a given 
subject. It is in this situation that the ease of mastering and 
replication becomes the paramount consideration. 

The final systems application in Table I is the use of the 
film based video disc as a read-only memory. In this area, the 
data storage capacity and the rate and the accuracy of the data 
retrieval are of primary importance . A typical fu ll frame NTSC 
color video signal is equivalent to in excess of 107 b its per 
second ; thus the video disc is capable of delivering data at a 
rate in excess of l 0 megabit/sec . However the data accuracy 
is compatible with the normal highly redundant video display , 
and is of a lower quali ty than that generally required in many 
read-only memory applications. Increasing the accuracy to a 
level compatible with typical computer memory requirements 
entails considerable data redundancy in the form of error de
tection and correction codes. Also the requirements of data 
addressing on the elise form a significant overhead on the data 
storage capaci ty. As a result of these considerat ions, optical 
disc systems demonstrated to date show considerably less 
capability than the 10 12 bi ts/m2 (1011 bits/disc) calculable 
attainable maximum with an optical read system . 

Of course, if the contents of the read-only memory are data 
in the fo rm of video images, the usual advantages of the opti
cal video disc are ava ilable. A data store used in a re fresh video 
display would be a natural application of the video disc; this 
type of system has been developed and is worthy of discussion 
in some detail. In the typical refresh application, the abil ity 
to swi tch rapid ly from one video image to another is a con
siderable advan tage . It is difficult to do this using a laser read
out from the disc . The laser beam must be pointed to a mic
ron-sized spot and mechanically steered from one track to 
another by moving a mirror. This requirement of a physical 
motion introduces definite limitations on the switching rate 
and t he maximum distance between tracks which may be 
covered during the switching time. Introduction of multiple 
laser readheads, each head with its own steering optics, is 
hardly prac ticable . In contrast , the use o f an incandescent 
source for illumination , ahd the imaging of the elise surface 
back up to the detecto r(s) allows immedia te access to all data 
tracks with in the optical field of view. Further , with detection 
of one data track effected by a photodiode, an array of photo-

diodes provides a means o f switching in a very short period of 
time(< 200ns) between arbitrarily chosen tracks. There are no 
mechanical limitations on switching times, and configurations 
in which there is one readhead (that is , one photodiode) per 
t rack may easily be constructed . 

Figure 8. The video frame presented o n the monitor is con
structed from four different data tracks on the disc. There 
is o ne read-head (photodiode) per track, with an electronic 
switch between tracks effected t wice per line and t wice 
per field. 

One variant of this type of system results from the ex
tremely short switching time availab le : the switching rate can 
be increased to exceed the 16kHz horizontal line rate by two 
orders of magnitude. As a result , one video field can be con
structed from a number of distinct data tracks. Fig. 8 shows a 
replay in which each video fie ld is constructed from an appro
priately switched set of four photodiodes detecting four 
distinct data tracks. Each of the original data tracks generates 
a video image which consists of a set of four identical symbols 
(spades, hearts, clubs or diamonds) appearing in the four quad
rants . The video image that results from the switching among 
the four data tracks shows a differen t symbol in each quad
rant. The switching is carried out twice per line and twice per 
field ; permu ting the switching order permutes the symbols' 
positions. The switching is clocked by a fifth photodiode ob
serving a timing track on the disc which is adjacen t to the 
data t racks. 

Manipulation of the video signal by track switching in this 
fashio n is possible only with a light source imaging the data 

tracks onto a solid state detector array. Also, this type of track 
switching offers the prospect of completely eliminating the 
requirement of mechanically following video tracks in the 
other systems applications described above . T he switching 
rates required for solid state tracking are quite low ( < 5kHz) 
and the switch can take place in the horizontal retrace in terval. 
Solid state tracking as used on an imaging optical system 
eliminates a major mechanical servo system and considerably 
improves the reliability of the video image retrieval. 
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The MCA Disco-Vision system can be considered in terms of 
three techniques: 

1. Mastering 
2. Replication 
3. Playback 

1. MASTERING 

The recording medium is a thin metal film evaporated onto an 
optically polish ed plate glass disc 0 .24" thick. Glass was 
chosen because it is very uniform and because its surface can 
be made smooth and free of scratches, pits and other blem
ishes by the well-known techniques of optical polishing. 
Starting with discs cut from twin-ground plate glass the surface 
may h ave hundreds o f small pits per square millimeter. These 
discs are then reground with a fine abrasive to get rid of the 
deepest pits. Finally, the surface is optically polished until the 
pit density is reduced to less than 10 per square millimeter. 
The disc is then cleaned chemically and transferred to a 
vacuum evaporator where it receives a metallic coating a few 
hundred angstrongs thick. For recording the disc is transferred 
to the mastering machine where a laser beam records picture 
and sound information by selectively melting the metallic 
coating. 

The layout of a twenty-minu te disc is shown in Fig. 1. The 
information track is a spiral of 2 micrometers pitch which is 
read from the outside in. 

One TV frame is recorded per revolution of the disc. The 
information is recorded as a series of holes cut in the thin 
metal film deposited on the glass disc. The holes range in size 
from circles 1 micrometer in diameter at the 3" radius to 
ovals 1 micrometer x 2 micrometers long along the path at the 
outer radius. The recording has a mean wavelength of 3 
micrometers. 

Various techniques are available to lengthen the twenty
minute playing time of the described configuration. A forty
minute Disco-Vision record has been publicly demonstrated . 

To minimize the cost of the processing electronics in the 
home player, the information on the disc is kept in the NTSC 
format required by the home TV set. The relative positions 
and frequencies of the video, chroma and sound subcarrier are 
preserved when going from the program signals to the signal 
represented by the holes in the disc coating; therefore , no 
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re-formatting or re-arrangement of signal components are 
required in the player and minimization of the player cost 
is accomplished. 

The choice was made to record with frequency modulation 
(FM) because of its immunity to noise at low frequencies 
where much of the system noise is. The usual source of audio 
and video signals is a 2" video tape recorder. The audio signal 
is used to frequency modulate a 4.5 MHz carrier. This carrier 

MASTER DISC SPEC I FICATIONS : 
RECORDING IS A COUN TE R-C LOCKWISE SPI RAl HAVING A 
2 MICROMETER PITCH FOR A RECORDI NG O F 11.6r O .D AND 
6" 1 D. THE SPI RAL HAS 36000 TURNS. THERE IS ONE 

T V FRAME PER TURN AT 30 FRAMES SEC. , TH E RECORDING 
Wilt PlAY 20 MINUTES 

c=:J RE CORDED AREA NOTE: SUBSTRATE IS I 4 IN 
11.67 1N 0 .0 6.00 IN. /.0 PlATE GlA55 

Figure 1. Master disc layout. 

and the processed video are summed and fed to a voltage 
controlled oscillator (VCO). This device has a center frequency 
of approximately 7 MHz and a deviation of ±1 MHz for a 1 
volt peak-to-peak video signal. The recording polarity is such 
that sync t ips produce the highest frequency, 8 MHz, and 
saturated whites produce the lowest frequency , 6 MHz. 

Fig. 2 shows the basic signal processing used in mastering 
and playback . In mastering, the resu lting FM signal occupying 
a spectrum from approximately 2.5 to 11.5 MHz, is applied 
by the cell driver to a Pockels cell electro-optical modulator. 
The Pockels cell has incident upon it the beam from the 
record laser. Under the influence o f the signal from the cell 
driver, the Pockels cell alternately passes and blocks the beam, 
thus allowing the beam to produce holes and lands in the disc 
coating. An adjustable de bias is applied to the Pockels cell to 
minimize 2nd-harmonic distortion that can be generated in the 
cutting process. 

Optical and Mechanical Techniques 
Details of the physical arrangement required for cutting a 
maste r are shown in Fig. 3. An argon-ion laser produces the 

basic "write" beam, which is modulated by the Pockels cell. 
Optics direct the beam onto the disc to produce the holes 
previously described. The rotatable Glan prism is used to 
adjust the average intensity of the beam reaching the disc. As 
shown in Fig. 3 , the last few optical elements in the write 
beam are mounted on a carriage that is moved along the disc's 
radius by a motor-driven lead-screw. The objective lens is sup
ported on an air bearing, which is loaded against the surface 
of the disc. A relatively small air flow at moderately high 
pressure maintains the head and objective lens at a constant 
distance of approximately 0.0005 inch (0.5 mil) from the 
surface of the disc. Fine focus adjustment is made by moving 
the diverging lens on the V block until optimum cutting is 
obtained. 

MASTERING 

PLAYBACK 

I~ 

DETECTOR y fM 

I 

G:) 
Figure 2. Basic signal processing. 
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Since there is no need to develop or process the master in 
order to read it , an optical system is included in the mastering 
configuration so that masters can be read while they are being 
cut. This feature allows the recording parameters to be ad
justed while cutting and also provides continuous monitoring 
of the video quali ty of the master. Measurements of SNR and 
other video parameters can be completed and logged while 
mastering is in progress. Continuous monitoring also reveals 
defects in the master which could only be detected by playing 
it. 

The optical arrangement consists of a 1 milliwatt He-Ne 
laser , a beam spli tte r, a second diverging lens, an adjustable 
mirror and an adjustable dichroic mirror for combining the 
read and write beams before they enter the microscope ob
jective. The two adjustable mirrors are used to position the 
read spot about 10 micrometers down stream from the write 
spot and directly on the track it has just cut. The 10 micron 
spacing insures that the recorded surface is in i ts final sta te at 
the time it is read. The return beam comes out the same way 
it enters (the system is retro-reflective) until a portion of it is 
reflected in to a PIN photodiode by the beam splitter. The 
diode, pre-amp and discriminator are all components of the 
playback system described later in this paper. 

AND 
06Jf(TIVE LE NS 

ROTATABlE 
GLAN PR IS M 

Figure 3. Mastering optical and mechanical configuration. 

2. REPLICATION 

After the master disc has been cut, it must be transformed into 
a configuration from which replicas can be made. This is done 
by transforming the essentially "two-dimensional" master 
record, which consists of holes in a thin metal film , into a 
" three-dimensional" configuration which can be used to stamp 
or form inexpensive, plastic replica discs. 

Master Transformation 
The master is coated with a photoresist mate rial and is ex
posed through the rear (under-surface) of the disc. The ultra
violet light source exposes (polymerizes) the photoresist 
through the in forma tion holes. The uncut metal film shields 
the photoresist where there are no holes. This results in an 
array of hardened areas which coincide with the initial array of 
information holes. The unpolymerized photoresist material is 
then washed away with an appropriate solvent leaving bumps 
over the holes. Depending upon the photoresist used, the 
hardening program and other parameters, the height and pro
file of these bumps may be tailored to optimize the optical 
contrast between these bumps and the surrounding flat area 
when they are illuminated by the high numerical-apertu re, 
diffraction limited optical scanning system o f the player. 

Replica Forming 
The prime method of producing good quality , inexpensive 
replica discs uses a polyethylene terephthalate material and 
is a proprietary process at this time. It will be treated else
where when the patent circumstances and the proprietary 
elemen ts permit. It has among its advantages a better quality, 
tougher record , a shorter production cycle-time, and web or 
automated belt handling of the entire disc replication process. 

An alternate process which has also been employed involves 
treating the transformed master described above by electroless 
and electrodeposition to form a metal tool ("stamper") from 
which replicas are thermoformed, typically from polyvinyl
chloride by a method close to that used to make audio records. 

Post Forming Operations 
The plastic discs are finally metallized with a re fl ective coating 
and coated with a transparent plastic for protection against 
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degradation by handling. An alternate process to the final 
pro tective coating is to produce the discs using a transparent 
plastic permitting optical reading o f the record through the 
transparen t back side . Due to the limited depth of focus of 
the read-out optical system, typically ±1 micron , scratches or 
dirt on the surface o f the protective coating are ou t of focus 
and have no degrading effect on the record playback. Optically 
read records of this ty pe ac tually require less care in handling 
than ordinary audio LPs. 

The replicated discs are typically 5 to I 0 mils in thickness 
and may be configured either with information bumps as indi
cated in the maste r transformation section o r information 
holes made by forming these bumps in to a mating surface
depending u pon how many generations or reversals are in
volved between the transformed master and the final plastic 
replica. These two configurations are both satisfactory from 
an op tical read-out standpoint. 

3. PLAYBACK 

The playback unit is self-contained and is designed to be con
nected to the antenna terminals of any domestic American 
colo r television receiver to provide playback of replicated 
videodiscs. It employs an optical technique to read the video
disc that does not require any physical contact be tween the 
read head and the videodisc. T his non-contact system provides 
fo r long life of bo th the videodisc and the read head and it also 
permits freeze-framing without any wear penalties. The 
essent ial elemen ts of the playback unit includes: (I ) an optical 
system that directs and focuses a low-power helium-neon laser 
beam to a small read spot on the surface of the videodisc and 
then collects the reflected optical energy and directs it to a 
single photo-detector; (2) a means of ro tating the videodisc a t 
the correc t speed ; (3) a means of positioning the read spot on 
the videodisc surface which acquires and locks on to the 
spiral data track; (4) a means of maintaining the optical 
system in focus on the surface of the videodisc; (5) the 
necessary electronics to process the signals for the television 
receiver ; ( 6) the controls, control electronics and power 
supplied to operate and power the unit; and (7) a functional 
and decorative enclosure to house the unit. 

Optical System 
The playback optical system is shown in Fig. 4 . The laser tube 
has a nominal output power of 1 milliwatt which is single 
mode (TEMoo) and linearly polarized. The laser beam is initial
ly d irec ted by two mirrors that are adjustable for alignment 
purposes. The laser beam is then expanded to fill the back of 
t he objective lens by a plano-convex lens . This beam expand
ing lens is adjustable along its axis to provide for fine focus of 
the optical system. The beam is then transmitted through a 
specially coated beam split ter. The d irection of the laser beam 
polarization is such that most of the beam will pass through 
the beam splitter. A quarter-wave pla te changes the beam 
polarization from plane to circular. The beam is then directed 
into the back of the objective by two mirror transducers 
which consist o f mirrors that can be rotated by piezoelectric 
bender motors. These ro tations produce a corresponding 
motion of the read spot on the disc surface. One transducer is 
used to move the read spot in a radial d irection to provide 
the high speed tracking corrections required to follow the 
data track . The other mirro r transducer causes the read spot 
to move in a tangential direction on the videodisc to provide 
the time base corrections. These h igh speed tracking and time 
base corrections are required because of videodisc eccentric
ity, mechanical vibrations, etc. 
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Figure 4 . Pl ayer opt ics. 

The objective lens which focuses the laser beam to a small 
spot on the surface of the videodisc has a numerical aperture 
o f .35 and an e ffective focal length of approximately 12 milli
meters. The laser light that is reflected from the surface o f th e 
videodisc is collected by the objective lens and returned along 
substantially the same path that the incoming beam traveled. 
When the reflected beam passes through the quarter-wave plate 
it is changed again to plane polarized light , but it is polarized 
at a righ t angle to the direction of the incoming laser beam. 
The reflected beam is then re flec ted by the beam split ter to 
the PIN photodiode detec tor where the optical signal is con
verted to an electrical signal for processing by the electronics. 
The use of the plane polarized laser tube, the specially coated 
beam spliter , and the quarter-wave plate results in a high 
efficiency optical system that minimizes the reflected signal 
that is fed back in to the laser cavity. 

Playback Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
Measurements were made o f the optical efficiency of the 
player by comparing the energy returned to the PIN diode by 
a large " land" area on a videodisc and a series of bumps having 
2.2 micrometer wavelength, corresponding to an FM fre
qu ency of 6.75 MHz at a 3 inch radius . The return from the 
large land was I 0.0%; from a bump 3 .0%; from the space 
between bumps 5 .5%. Hence, if a player with a 1 milliwa tt 
laser was reading a 2 .2 micrometer recording, a peak to peak 
signal of .025 milliwat t would retu rn to t he PIN diod e. This in 
tu rn would yield a pho tocu rren t of 2x l 0 - 6 amp RMS. The 
noise floor of such a system would be determined by photon 
shot effec ts, thermal effects, laser noise and pre-amp noise. 
Measurements indicate that the thermal and pre-amp noise 
dominate and are roughly equal. They give rise to a noise 
current of 2x I 0 - 8 amp RMS so that the FM SNR would be 
100: I or 40 db assuming perfec tly recorded bumps having a 
2.2 micrometer wavelength. When demodulated , this FM SNR 
yields a video SNR of better than 58 db which does not limit 
the playback quality. The actual playback video SNR is 
limited by replica disc quality and is presently better than 
40 db . 

Disc Rotation 
The videodisc is mounted on a tu rntable that is rot ated at 
1798.2 revolutions per minute by an elect ric motor. The speed 
of the turn table is sensed by a tachometer that consists of a 
pho totransistor and ligh t emi tting diode that are located on 
either side of an incremental encoder disc that is moun ted on 
the turntable spindle. The belt driven turntable spindle is 
powered by a universal type motor tha t is driven from the ac 
power lines using a triac. The triac is controlled by a phase 
locked loop control circuit that compares t he tachometer out
pu t frequency with th e counted down output of the 3 .58 MHz 
crystal controlled oscillator in the signal processing electronics. 
Thus, the spindle drive motor is brought to and main tained a t 
an angular velocity that produces zero mean erro r between the 
frequency p roduced by the tachometer wheel and that of the 
divided crystal oscillator. This is the rate required to make the 
frequency of the color signal, and hence the horizontal sync 
signal, within the range of the t ime base correc tion servo. 

Tracking Servo 
Due to possible non-concentricity of the replicated disc and 
th e turn table, replicated disc out-of-roundness and vibration , 
the read beam and the tracks relative positions do not remain 
constant. The tracking servo controls the rad ial position of the 
read beam in a manner that resu lts in constant read beam 
position within the t rack. The ra tio of o pened to closed loop 
gain in the con trol loop would reduce a simple eccent ricity of 
0 .1 millimeters to a reading error of less than 0. 15 micro
meters. The maximum trackable eccentricity is about 0.25 
millimeters, but as a practical matter, the replicated discs will 
have eccent ricities less than half that value. 

Since the overall development objective was aimed at a 
reasonably priced consumer product, a simple tracking and 
information reading system requiring only a single photo
surface for all functions com bined was developed (after con
sidering a variety of techniques). This not only minimizes the 
cost o f photo-detectors and their associated electronics, but 
even more importantly, reduces to one the number of optical 
paths t hat must be critically aligned and registered during the 
manufacturing process. The tracking servo technique is illu
strated in Fig. 5. A single PIN photodiode is used to recover 
the tracking servo and video signals. A limited bandwith, high 
gain de pre-amp outputs a signal that is a func tion of read 
beam position within a track. It is clear that this signal is also 
directly p roportional to laser power output. Since laser output 
power is influenced by a variety of condit ions, some means of 
compensation is required for long term stable tracking. A 
portion of the direct beam is direc ted onto an inexpensive 
silicon solar cell with t he cell output used as a compensating 
signal in th e servo pre-amp , allowing the tracking servo to 
respond only to the read beam position within the t rack. 

A de bias, whose value represents position within the track, 
is summed with the pre-amp output and applied to the ampli
tude and phase compensation circuit which is designed to 
make the servo loop stable at high gain. The compensation 
deviates somewhat from normal control theory techniques 
because of the need to compensate the high Q of the piezo
electric mirror transducer that changes the radial position of 
the read beam. The output of the compensation circuit th en is 
applied to the phase spli tter which feeds the transducer drive 
amplifiers. When the loop is closed, the mirror transducer 
constantly positions the read spot wi th respec t to the t rack so 
that the average reflected signal corresponds to the set de bias. 

There is a leadscrew drive system which moves the read 
head on a near radial path at the nominal pitch rate (2 micro
meters/revolution). A secondary servo loop samples the low 
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Figure 5. T racking servo. 

frequency portion of the servo signal to make the average head 
radius equal the read spot radius during playback. 

To implement stop motion and other special effects a 
means of causing the read beam to "jump back" one track, at 
a predetermined time, is required. This is done by injec ting 
into the tracking servo loop a modified impulse function with 
su fficien t area to move the read beam one track (2 micro
meters). Due to the dynamics o f this process several com
pensating signals are also summed in the servo loop to keep 
t he read beam posi tioned properly within the track immedi
ately after "jump back." 

T ime Base Correction Servo 
In the normal television receiver the chrominance and hori
zontal sync circuits are very intolerant of time base errors in 
the composite video signal. To assu re proper playback a cor
rec tive motion is applied to the read spot in the direc tion of 
the information track. The sources of time base error are the 
same as for the tracking error. The frequency of the burst 
signal is u sed as the basis of the control act ion. With the burst 
signal corrected all o ther portions of the video will be correct. 
The time base correction techniques is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

The chrominance signal is extrac ted from the video and 
applied as one input to a phase de tector. The o ther input is 
derived from a narrow range crystal VCO operating at the 
nominal color burst frequency. A zero order h old samples 
the phase detec tor outpu t during the burst time-slot. Thus, 
the output signal h as an amplitude proportional to t he phase 
diffe rence between the video burst signal and the VCO. This 
signal is then applied to an amplitude and phase compensation 
circuit (similar to the tracking servo) to stabilize the servo 
operation. The output of the compensation circuit is applied 
to a phase-splitter and then to th e transducer d rive amplifiers. 
The mirror transducer constantly positions the read beam such 
that the video burst frequ ency is exactly identical to ~he 

vco. 
Since the mirror transducer has fini te dynamic range , static 

errors must be corrected by ano ther technique. Another 
loop has been added to correct this problem. A signal contain
ing the very low frequency components of the main servo loop 
is applied to the referenced VCO in a manner to cancel the 
static erro rs. 
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Figure 6. Time base correction servo. 

Reading Height Regulation 
The videodisc is maintained at the focus of the optical system 
by means of a vacuum controlled aerodynamic reading head 
that carries the objective lens. The thin videodisc is separated 
from the turntable by a film of air when the turn table is ro
tating at speed. This film is due to the radial outward flow of 
air drawn through a circle of ventilating holes bored in the 
turntable just outside of the clamp ring. The air film decreases 
the coupling between the videodisc and the turn table enough 
to permit a vacuum applied to the face of the read ing head to 
make a buldge in the surface of the thin videodisc. 

The distance between the reading head and the surface of 
the videodisc is stabilized by the balance between the aero
dynamic forces tending to push the disc away from the read 
head and the vacuum that tends to pull the disc toward the 
read head. The separation between the read head and the 
videodisc is controlled by vacuum pressure and air flow into 
the vacuum port on the read head. This fail-safe , vacuum con
trolled, aerodynamic reading head operates with a head-to-disc 
spacing of greater than 1 mil and provides stiff head-to-disc 
coupling that maintains the distance between the objective 
lens and the thin replicated videodisc to within I micrometer 
which is adequate to keep the optical system in focus. 

Discriminator and Drop-out Compensator 
Because the FM encoded signal recorded on the disc is video in 
the NTSC fo rm at with the sound at 4.5 MHz, the signal pro
cessing electronics can be relatively simple. As shown in Fig. 7, 
the video signal is first recovered with a discriminator and then 
used to modulate an oscillator tuned to an unused TV channel. 
A more detailed description follows: The FM encoded in
forma tion from the PIN photodiode is amplified by a wide 
band, low noise pre-amp loca ted near the photodiode. Th e 
signal is limited and applied to the FM drop-out compensator. 
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Due to the nature of the Disco-Vision record and reproduce 
process, drop-outs tend to be caused by a missed half-cycle of 
the FM carrier. This requires a diffe rent compensation tech
nique than that for systems such as magnetic tape where the 
duration of the drop-out is generally a large portion of a hori
zontal line. A missed half-cycle of carrier looks like a large 
decrease in instantaneous frequency so that the discriminator 
produces a whiter than white impulse in the video signal. If 
not compensated, the drop-out would produce a very distract
ing white spot in the TV image. To reduce the viewers aware
ness of the drop-out, the playback electronics includes an FM 
drop-out compensator which detec ts the missing half-cycle and 
synthesizes a signal to replace it. Although it contains no in
formation , the synthetic pulse grea tly reduces the visibili ty of 
the drop-ou t. This entire section, including the mult iplying 
type of discriminator, is implemented with digital techniques 
for cost savings and ease of alignmen t. 
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Figure 7. Player signal electronics. 
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On rare occasions drop-outs with a duration of several 
cycles of carrier are encountered. When this happens compensa
tion is most easily done in the video domain. This is ac
complished by passing the video signal through a zero order 
hold which operates normally in the sample mode. When a 
multiple cycle drop-out is detected, the circuit is switched to 
the hold mode. This supplies the last sampled value of lumin
ance signal for the duration of the d rop-out. 

After discrimination what results is a full bandwidth NTSC 
composi te signal complete with audio subcarrier. 

The Disco-Vision recording and reproducing system, if not 
limited by the TV receive r, produces an image with more than 
450 lines of horizon tal resolu tion (on the basis of two lines or 
horizontal resolution per cycle of video signal) and video signal
to-noise rat io of greater than 40 db in the replica disc. 
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using the new Melles Griot Optics Guide. 
Write stating your area of application and the 

types of optical components you're now using, and 
we 'll send you this new Guide free of charge. 
(Regular Price $8.50). 

INDUSTRIAL & SCIENTIFIC OPTICS 

mELLES GitiOT 
(formerly Optical Industries) 

3006 Enterprise St. E .. Costa Mesa. Ca. 92626 (71 4) 556·8200 
388 Main St .. Dept. 3, Danbury, Conn. 06810 (203) 792-2002 

Nieuwe Kade 10 Arnhem. Holland 085-229011 
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CRT DESIGN PROBLEM? 

We have the components and 
the performance you need. 
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CRT CAMERA & DISPLAY COMPONENTS 

WASHBURN LAB., INC. 
115 TOMPKINS AVE.. PLEASANTVILLE. N.Y. 10570 
(914) 769-5774 
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R.E. Modulator 
The R.F. modulator is illustrated in a portion of Fig. 2 . The 
audio subcarrier and the video signals are separa ted by filters. 
Each is then applied as one input to a pair of balanced modu
lators. The other pair of inputs are derived from an oscillator 
tuned to the carrier frequency of the unused TV channel 
selected. The outputs of the modulators are then summed to 
form the RF signal fo r application to the antenna terminals 
of a TV receiver. A switching arrangement linked to the player 
power switch, connects normal TV antenna to the TV receiver 
when the player is no t in use. 

Operating Controls 
The operating controls for the playback unit are located in a 
control panel on the top front left corner of the unit. The 
control panel consists o f a slide switch to turn the unit on and 
five push button switches labeled " play," "stop ," "in," "ou t," 
and "reject". The power to the playback unit is turned on by 
the slide switch. The slide switch also disconnects the tele
vision antenna from the television receiver and connects the 
television receiver to the playback unit. 

The " play" push button is used to initiate the start of the 
playback sequence. When it is depressed and the cover on the 
unit is closed the turntable starts to rotate and the player arm 
moves to position the read head over the start of the program 
on the video-disc. When the turntable is up to speed and the 
player arm is in positio n, the player will automatically play 
through the entire program on the videodisc unless it is inter
rupted by pushing one of the other push buttons. Upon 
completion of the program the turntable will automatically 
stop and the player arm will move clear o f the videodisc. 

The function of the "stop" push button switch is to stop 
the motion of the player arm and "freeze" the scene of the 
television screen to a single TV frame. This single TV frame 
will then continue until interrupted by pushing another but
ton. The audio is suppressed during this stop motion sequence. 

The " in" push button switch is used to translate the player 
arm in toward the center of the disc at approximately I 00 
times the normal playing speed fo r fast scanning to another 
part of the program. This fast scanning continues as long as 
the push button is depressed or until the program is completed. 
The function of the "out" push button switch is similar to the 
" in" switch except it translates the player arm back toward 
the start of the program on the disc. The optical, non-contact 
nature of the system permits fas t scan ning to be performed at 
will with no wear or degradatio n of the disc. It may be the 
ideal way ~or t he consumer to locate a desired band for play
back since even with the 100 times speed up in the fast scan 
arm translation, picture content can be recognized on the TV 
screen. 

The function of the "reject" push button is to terminate 
the program and when depressed will stop the turntable and 
move the player arm clear of the videodisc . 

Special Effects and Applications 
Because o f the lack of physical contact inherent in this optical 
system and because information or frames within the disc 
may be random accessed very rapidly, many applications in 
addition to home entertainment are possible. These include 
archival storage of documents and facsimiles; audio-visual 
encyclopedias, dictionaries, catalogs, etc., that may be ac
cessed immediately on a frame address basis; teaching machine 
and educational applications which involve inter-active pro
gramming with addressab le sub-routines and branching and 
many other applications where data, pictures, motion or 
general audio-video info rmatio n must be stored inexpensively 

and accessed flexibly and rapidly. To this end initial work in 
frame numbering and coding and search programming has 
been carried out. 

Frame Number Encoding 
This is accomplished by placing within each vertical interval a 
coded digital word containing the following: 

Pseudo Random Sync Words 
Parity Check 
Five Decimal Digi t Frame Number 
Field l.D. 
The information is coded in a self-clocking format to 

simplify the data recovery process. 

Search Program 
The digitally encoded frame identification data is recovered 
with a self-clocking decoder. The data is stored in a buffer and 
updated every vert ical interval. A pari ty check and pseudo 
random sync codes are used to ensure only valid data is used. 
A five digit display presents the number of the frame being 
viewed. 

When the search mode is ini tiated, logic compares the 
present frame number with the desired frame number. The 
direction in which the desired frame lies is determined, and the 
leadscrew servo is set into fast scan in that direction. The 
digital data is read during the fast scan until passing the desired 
number. If the initial scan was in reverse , the leadscrew stops, 
and the player resumes normal real-time play until the desired 
frame is reached. If the intial scan was forward, the leadscrew 
reverses direction after passing the selected number and con
tinues until the number is again passed. This places the read 
beam again ahead of the desired frame . The leadscrew again 
stops, and normal real-time play is resumed until the desired 
frame is reached. When the desired frame is reached, the logic 
switches to the stop motion mode where the desired frame can 
now be viewed. With the present player, this technique permits 
access to any frame out of abou t 36,000 within a few seconds. 
The search logic has the capability to perform other special 
effects. They are forward and reverse slow-motion (variable 
rate), and single-frame step forward and reverse. 
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HIGH VOLTAGE 
POWER SUPPLY MODULES 

FOR 

CRT, PMT,SEM,COM 
AND 

SPECTROSCOPY 

1~\ 
H 

iii 

SUPER-REGULATED 
SAM line - Models through 30KV and 30 Watts. 

Fully adjustable from near zero to Max rated voltage. 
Regulation (line and load): 0.001%; Ripple: 0.001% RMS. 
Perfect for SEM, COM and PMT applications 

WELL-REGULATED 
WRM line - Fully FWRM line - "SLOT" 

Adjustable models to supplies Models to 
30KV, 30 Watts. 30KV, 30 watts 
Line regulation: 0.01%; line regulation: 0.01% 
Load regulation: 0.05% ; Load regulation: 0.05% 
Ripple: 0.01%/walt p-p Ripple: 0.01%/watt p-p 

REGULATED 
RM line - Fully 

adjustable Models through 
30KV, 10 watts 
Line regulation: 0.01% 
Load regulation: 1% / watt 
Ripple: 0.1% RMS/watt 

FRM line: "Slot" supplies 
Models to 30KV, 10 watts 
line regulation: 0:01% 
Load regulation: 1%/watt 
Ripple: 0.1% RMS/ watt 

PROPORTIONAL 
UM Line - Models through 24KV, all units capable of 

1.5 watts output, output proportional to DC input 
(0-24V Full scale). Load regulation: 15% 

MULTIPLE OUTPUT CRT SUPPLIES 
AMC line; WRMC: 

Anode : 10, 12 or 15 KV Anode: 30KV @ 1mA 
@ 200ua Focus: 4-7KV adj ustable 

G-2: + 400V @ 1mA Grid: 1.5KV @ 1mA 
G-1: - 100V@ 1mA 

Excellent Regulation, Ripple and Transient Response 

See Us At Booth #470 
at the SID Exh ibit, Beverly Hills, May 4-6 
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The RCA "SelectVision" VideoDisc has 
been developed to satisfy the need for a 
pre-recorded video storage and playback 
system suitable for the home environ
ment. To be suitab le for the consumer 
market , such a system must be reliable, 
easy to operate, provide a high quality 
color picture on a standard color TV 
receiver, have a wide selection of program 
material, and be low in cost. The RCA 
VideoDisc system has these qualities. The 
techniques by which they are achieved 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Three key design decisions led to the 
simplicity and low cost of the RCA 
approach: 

I. The use of a grooved disc to permit 
the disc itself to provide positive tracking 
of a stylus along the signal path by purely 
mechanical means, eliminating the need 
fo r any expensive sen1o loops. 

2. The use of capacitance pickup from 
a metallic electrode deposited on the 
stylus to retrieve the signal. The advant
age here is that the stylus is easy and in
expensive to fabricate in comparison to 
any other technique for retrieving re
corded signals f rom the disc. (The capaci
tance pickup is capable of resolving signal 
elements smaller than the wavelength of 
visible light, permitting RCA to take full 
advantage of the high density recording 
capability of the electron beam recording 
technique RCA has developed.) 

3. Th e choice of a lower rotational 
speed of 450 rpm. Important ad11antages 
are: Problems of vibration due to un
balance of the disc or rotating parts of 
the player are sigmficantly reduced in 
their effects. 1:.1-rors in signal timing that 
might result from warp or eccentricities 
of the disc occur at a f requency that is 
easier for the television receiver to 
compensate for. More importantly, a 
simple and inexpensive electromeclwnical 
de11ice, the "arm stretcher," can be used 
at this lower rotational speed to reduce 
time-base errors thereby permitting play
back into receivers with the relatively 
slow horizontal synchronizing circuits 
typical of most U.S. and European made 
receivers, without requiring modification 
of those receivers. A disadvantage is that 
Page 20 I Information Display 

there are 4 TV frames recorded during 
each re110lution of the disc, making it less 
suitable for stop-action and slow-motion 
effects. 

With the exception of the stylus, the 
RCA VideoDisc player is fabricated al
most completely from conventional and 
familiar components of types that have 
been in production fo r many years in 
consumer products. As indicated above, 
the use of a grooved disc and capacitance 
pickup stylus contributes greatly to the 
simplicity and low cost of the RCA 
VideoDisc system. An obvious question is 
" What is the playing life of the disc and 
the stylus?" The discs have routinely 
exhibi ted playing li fe in excess of 500 
plays before visible signal degradation. 
The life of the sapphire stylus is expected 
to be 300 to 500 hours of playing time . 
The stylus and stylus arm are housed in 
an inexpensive cartridge, easily replace
able by the user in the home. 

In a new medium fo r entertainment 
and self-education, long playing time per 
disc is an important consideration. Each 
RCA disc is capable of reproducing a full 
hou r of recorded program, 30 minutes on 
each side. Virtually any feature-length 
movie can be sold in this form as a two
disc itself is familiar in form. It is a 12-
inch disc composed of vinyl copolymer 
materials of the type used in an ordinary 
audio disc . The metallic and die lect ric 
coatings necessary for playback by means 
of a capacitance pickup give the disc a 
distinctive shiny appearance and can be 
inexpensively applied in an automatic 
continuous process. 

Information on the Disc 
The RCA VideoDisc utilizes a spiral 
groove of roughly circular cross section 
with a pitch of 5555 grooves per inch. 
The information is recorded as transverse 
slots of varying width and separation 
recorded into the bottom of the other
wise smooth groove and is read out by a 
sty lus which rides in the groove and de
tec ts the passage of the relief pattern 
under it as the disc turns . Figure 1 shows 
a model of the record surface and the tip 

of the stylus riding in the groove. In play
back, the disc turns at a constant speed 
of 450 revolutions per minute. Lumin
ance, chrominance, and audio signals are 
encoded in the zero crossings of the relief 
pattern pressed into the disc. As will be 
described in more detail later, an electron 
beam is utilized in recording the signal 
slots. The stylus, which is composed of a 
main body of sapphire shaped to fit the 
groove and a th in metal electrode perp
endicular to the groove, detects the relief 
pattern in the record by changes in 
capacitance between the tip of the 
electrode and the metallic coating of the 
record surface as indicated in Figure 2. 

ln order to conserve bandwidth, the 
chrom inance signal is combined with the 
luminance signal in a system which we 
call " Buried Subcarrier Color Encoding." 
This system depends for its operation on 
the fact that a television video signal, to a 
large extent, repeats at horizontal line 
rate and thus has an energy spectrum 
with peaks at multiples of line frequency. 
Such a signal can be passed through a 
comb filter with peaks at multiples of line 
frequency with little degradation. The 
luminance signal is passed through such a 
comb fi lter as indicated in Figure 3. This 
leaves nulls in the energy spectrum, at off 
multiples of half line frequency, into 
which the chrominance is encoded. One 
of the nulls (1.5 3 MHz) is chosen for the 
suppressed subcarrier frequency for quad
rature modu lation by R-Y and B-Y 
chrominance signals. Since these signals 
also repea t at line frequency, the result
ing side bands occur at multiples of line 
frequency away from the carrier and thus 
also fall on the nulls of the luminance 
comb filter. The modulated chromance 
signal is passed through a comb filter 
with transmission peaks at odd mul tiples 
of half line frequency, which are inter
spersed between the peaks of the lumin
ance filter. The comb fi ltered luminance 
and chrominance signals are added to
gether to provide a composite video 
signal with a tota l bandwidth of 3 MHz 
which is recorded on the disc as an FM 
signal, peak white recorded as 6.3 MHz, 
black as 5.0 MHz, and sync tips as 4.3 

.. 

A 

Figu re 1. Stylus tip and VideoDi sc surface. 
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Figure 2. Stylus t ip and VideoDisc surface cutaway view. 
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DOES GLARE 
MAKE YOUR 
CRT DISPLAY 
HARD TO READ? 
Although brightly lighted 
offices and CRT computer 
terminals are incompatible, 
they often go together . CRT 
faceplates on which Metavac 
anti-reflection coatings have 
been vacuum deposited 
effectively reduce glare . 
Aircraft instruments, laser 
range finders, beamsplitters 
and optical communications 
equipment are some of the 
other applications for these 
high efficiency coatings. 
Metavac has an anti
reflection coating for virtually 
any requirement - and 30 
years of experience in thin 
fi lm coatings for optics and 
electronics. Write for 
technical data. 
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MHz as indicated in Figure 4. On play
back , after suitable demodulation , the 
chrominance and luminance are separated 
by appropriate comb filters and then re
combined into a standard NTSC color 
signal. The audio is included in the re
corded signal by duty cycle modulation 
of the composite video FM signal. With
out the audio, the composite video FM 
signal has a duty cycle of 50%, i.e. , the 
lands are as wide as the slots. The audio is 
included by deliberately modifying the 
video FM signal so that the duty cycle is 
not 50%, i .e. , by making the lands peri
odically wider and narrower than the 
slots. This is accomplished by frequency 
modulating suitable carriers with the 
audio signals, adding the frequency 
modulated sound carriers to the compo
site video FM signal and passing the sum 
signal through a limiter. The result is the 
duty cycle modulated composite video 
FM signal which is recorded on the 
VideoDisc. 

With the parameters that have been 
chosen for the RCA VideoDisc (450 rpm , 
signals as high as 6.3 MHz, and an inner 
groove radius of 3.28 inches) , the shortest 
recorded wavelength is about 0.6 !Jm. 
When duty cycle modulation is added, 
the narrowest recorded slots are about 
0.25 !Jm. It has been found convenient to 
record slots of this width by means of a 
finely focussed beam o f electrons imping
ing upon electron beam sensitive material 
(similar in many respects to the more 
conventional photo-resists). 

The disc master upon which recording 
is done is made by mechanically cutting 
trapezoidal cross-section grooves in a 
copper coated aluminum disc , applying 
electron beam sen sitive material in dilute 
solution to this disc , and letting the 
sensitive material sag into the grooves as 
the solvents evaporate as shown in Figure 
5. The net result is a disc coated with 
electron beam sensi tive material wi th the 
desired spiral groove pat tern in its surface. 

The coated disc is mounted on a turn
table in a vacuum in an electron beam 
disc recorder so that it can both rotate 
and translate under a modified scanning 
electron microscope column as indicated 
in Figure 6. The electron microscope gun 
and lenses provide a finely focussed beam 
of electrons at the surface of the master 
disc. Both deflec ted pencil beams and 
undeflected fan shaped beams have been 
used for th is purpose. In either case, the 
beam is turned on and off to provide the 
exposure required. Positive acting sensi
tive materials are used , which is to say 
that those portions o f the material which 
are struck by the electron beam can be re
moved by subsequent development. 

Rotation of the turntable is achieved 
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Figure 5. VideoDisc groove formation. 
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Figure 6 . Elect ron beam disc recorde r. 
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by directing a jet of oil at its periphery 
and causing it to turn as a turbine. Speed 
of rotation is measured by an optically 
interrogated tachometer disc. Speed is 
controlled by supplying more or less oil 
to the turbine drive. 

As the turntable rotates, it is also 
translated by a lead screw so that the 
electron beam remains centered on the 
pre-cut grooves of the master disc. The 
position of the groove relative to the 
electron beam is determined by electrons 
back scattered from the groove walls and 
collected by su itable groove tracking 
sensors. An unbalanced condition in the 
groove tracking sensors causes corrective 
signals to be applied to beam deflection 
circuits and the lead screw drive. 

Limitations imposed on the recording 
system by less-than-desired beam energy 
and less-than-desired resist sensitivity 
have dictated that recordings be done at 
rates which are less than real time. Most 
RCA records to date have been recorded 
at 20X below real time , several have been 
recorded at 5X below real time, and a 
few have recently been recorded at real 
time. The in crease in recording speed has 
been achieved mostly by modifications in 
the electron beam sou rce and its u tiliza
tion so that more energy is available for 
exposure. We are currently refining our 
real time exposure capability in our 
research laboratories and plan that all of 
our recording will be done at real time 
speed at time of product introduction. 

After exposure and development , the 
master disc has the relief pattern which is 
desired in the final records, as indicated 
in Figure I. Metal parts are made for 
stamping records by the same methods as 
used for audio records. Electroless plating 
of the recorded master plus further build
up by electroplating produces a nega tive 
metal master This is replicated by electro
plating to provide a positive copy (vari
ously called a mold or a mother). The 
mold is replicated by electroplating to 
provide a stamper which is used to press 
records. While fanou t numbers are not 
yet fully established , it is estimated that 
one recorded master will produce one 
metal master, the metal master will pro
duce I 0 molds, each mold will produce 
I 0 stampers, and each stamper will pro
duce 1250 records. Thus, each recording 
operation may result in 125,000 records. 

The final step in the manufactu re of 
the records is the application of metal (by 
vacuum sputtering), styrene (by glow dis
charge) , and oil (by an evaportation pro
cess). The metal and styrene enhance the 
electrical capacitance variations experi
enced by the stylus-record interface, and 
the oil provides lub rication to inc rease 
both record and stylus life . 

Playback of Recorded Information 
As mentioned earlier, playback of the 
recorded information is by means of a 
stylus, riding in the groove, which experi
ences a change in capacitance as the relief 
pattern of the record passes under the tip 
of the stylus. The stylus-record capaci
tance is made part of a resonant circuit 
(at about 915 MHz), the turning of which 
is varied by the stylus-record capacitance 
variations as indicated in Figure 7. When 
driven by an oscilla tor of suitable fre
quency (on the skirt o f the resonant 
curve), the variable frequency resonant 

AM 

turntable is achieved by driving with a 
synchronous motor locked to the power 
line. Small perturbations in playback 
speed , due to synchronous motor hunting, 
record off centering, etc. , are corrected 
by an arm stretcher. This unit consists of 
a small electromechanical transducer 
(similar to a moving coil loudspeaker 
element) which drives the stylus arm back 
and forth along its long dimension, 
parallel to the record groove. If the 
record tends to run too slowly, the stylus 
is pulled toward t he transducer to in-

~----~··~-ror_~_ -r-=-.--...... FM 
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Figure 7. Capacitance stylus playback circui t . 

circuit will provide a variable impedance 
and thus a variable amplitude of. tht: 
oscillator signal as it passes through the 
resonant circuit. The amplitude modula
tion is stripped by a diode detector to 
provide a signal which rises and falls with 
the passage of the slots in the record 
under the stylus. This FM signal is de
modulated to provide the composite 
video signal mentioned earlier. The audio 
signals are recovered by appropriate 
filtering followed by FM detectors. 

crease the relative speed between stylus 
and record, ami if lttt: re\:Old runs too fast , 
the stylus is pushed away from the trans
ducer to reduce the relative speed. Error 
signals to control the arm stretcher are 
derived from measurements of the color 
burst frequency as the record is played. 

Defect compensation is provided by a 
H delay line, appropriate sensing cir

cuitry, and video switches to substitu te 
the video from a previous line whenever 
defects occur on the present line. Average speed control of the playback 

System Parameters 
A summary of the pert inent parameters of the RCA VideoDisc system follows: 

Record Diameter 
Record Thickness 
Rotation Rate 
Center Hole Diameter 
Recorded Band 

Play Time 

Recorded FM Signal 
Luminance Bandwidth 
Chrominance Bandwidth 
Video Signal to Noise Radio 
Audio Carriers 
Audio Bandwidth 
Audio Signal F requency Deviation 
Audio Signal to Noise Ratio 

12 inches 
0 .07 inches (at center and outside rim) 
450 rpm 
1.5 inches 
2.44 inches wide 
(5.72 to 3.28 inches radius) 
30 minutes each side 
60 minutes total (two sides) 
4.3-6.3 MHz 
3 .0 MHz 
0.5 MHz 
>40 dB 
716 and 905 kHz 
15kHz 
±50 kHz 
60 dB approximately 
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'76NCC 
I andmarks in 

Data Processing 
Mark the place and time .. . New York C ity, June 7-10 ... 

for the National Computer Conference, a landmark event fo r 
computer professionals, applications specialists, users, 
busmess managers, administrators , educators, and others 
concerned with data processing. 

T he '76 NCC will be your one opportunity during the 
Bicentennial Year to hear leading experts, to see and evaluate 
the latest in products and services, and to confer with col
leagues, customers, and industry representatives ... all in one 
place at one time. 

More than 100 information-packed sessions will analyze 
the latest trends and issues affecting performance, produc
tivity, and profit. The program sessions will be organized into 10 
or more major areas, or "tracks," running throughout the 
Conference and covering such topics as complex systems, 
hardware technology, software and components, system 
architecture, computer communications, management con
cerns, education and training, advanced applications and 
societal issues. ' 

In addition, the program tracks will include more than 20 
s pecial one-day "mini-symposia," each consisting o f four 
sessions. In advanced applications, for example, mini-symposia 
will cover medicine and health care, banking and electronic 
funds t ransfer, and business systems. O ther symposia will 
include such key topics as government JJUiicy, control instru
mentation, performance measurement, standards , networking, 
privacy, legal conside rations, and word processing systems. , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--------'76 NCC, c/ o AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., 
Montvale, N.J. 07645 

- - Yes, send me my NCC Bicentennial 
Card. I've enclosed the $60 advance 
registration fee fo r the '76 NCC 
Conference Program and Exhibits 
plus special preregistration benefits. 

_ _ Please send me details about the 
Professional Development Seminars. 

_ _ Please continue to send me all the 
facts. 

_ _ My company is interested in exhibit
ing at '76 NCC. 
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And there's much more. The world's largest lineup of data 
processing products and services will be displayed on three 
noors of the New York Coliseum. 

Included will be the latest offerings from more than 275 
organizations, ranging from mainframes, minicomputers, peri
pherals, packaged programs, and publications, to micro
processors, memories, terminals, systems, and services. 
Among the exhibitors will be such leading companies as Ampex , 
Control Data, Data General, The Harris Corporation, Hewlett
Packard, IBM, ICC/ Milgo, Lear Siegler, Modular Computer 
Systems, NCR, Pertec, and Xerox. 

Conference registrants w ill also have the opportunity to 
attend five special Plenary Sessions featuring leading spokes
men from industry, the computing profession, and major 
user areas. And, for a n additional fee, they will be able to choose 
among a number of in-depth Professional Development Sem
inars dealing with advanced techniques for cost-effective 
computer usage. 

In addition , a P ioneer Day Program will honor individuals 
from the Moore S chool of Electrical Engineering, University of 
Pennsylvania, who developed ENIAC- the world's first 
electronic digital computer. All this plus a Computer Art and 
Graphics Display, a Nat ional S tudent Computer Fair, the 
annual Conference Reception, and many other high-interest 
events promise to make '76 NCC a landmark event for the 
entire computer industry. 

Advance full -conference registration brings you the NCC 
Bicentennial Card, providing complete access to all four days 
of the Conference program, including exhibits. Benefits in
clude a $15 saving over the on-site full-conference registration 
fee, ,advance housing information and forms, and a copy of 
the 76 NCC Proceedings. Post-conference price of the 
Proceedings alone is $50. 

Fill in and mail the coupon below for advance registration 
or to get all the facts; or contact AFIPS, 210 S ummit Avenue, 
Montvale, New Jersey 07645, telephone 201/ 391-9810. 

--------
Name - - - - - - --- - - - - - -

Title - --- - - --- - - - --

Company 

Street - --- - ----- - - - -
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GLOBAL INFORMATION DISPLAY ADVANCEMENTS IN DESIGN AND 

APPLICATIONS TO HIGHLIGHT SID '76 

INTENS IVE ASSESSMENTS of worldwide informat ion display design and applicat ion developments wi ll be offe red in over 60 
papers at S ID 76, to be held May 4- 6 at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, California. 

T he reports, authored by more than 100 from here and abroad, wi ll be presented during twelve daytime sessions. Featured , 
too, will be kenote, invited and luncheon talks on emerging trends in tech nology. 

In the keynote add ress, to be presented during t he opening-day session, Dr. James Hi ll ier, RCA executive vice-p resident 
for research and engineering, wi ll offe r some thoughts o n the fu ture of information display, noting that the marketability of a 
display system is ultimately dete rmined by the perceived val ue (relative to cost ) of t he information service provided by the total 
system. He will ident ify diffe rent classes of info rmat ion service and analyze their broader imp I ications for the development of 
new market s. 

T he keynote offering will be fo llowed by a pair of invited 
discussions: one involving the co gent, and long overd ue, need 
for exploring the quantum eff iciency of the observer as a 
measu re of the requ ired q uantum efficiency of the camera, 
and the other on the application of a new set of principles to 
permit decisions o n the meaningful use of colo r as a visual 
display. 

T he intial appraisal wi ll be offered by Dr. Albert Rose, a 
Fairch ild Distinguished Scholar at the California Inst itute of 
Technology, who recently was also e lect ed to the National 
Acadamy of Engineering. The second report wi ll be delivered 
by Professor Warren Teichner of the Department of Psycho
logy, New Mex ico State University. 

Invited talks, scheduled for the remainder of the program 
will cover computer output pr int ing, graphanumeric disp lays
an emerging market, the advantages and limitations of con
temporary color-TV picture t ubes, a large-scale I iquid crystal 
matrix di splay, and a voice recognit ion and synt hesis system. 

The broadeni ng areas of interest in information display wi ll 
also be u nder -scored dur ing t h e meeting. Topics on t he agenda 
include hard copy, liquid crystal disp lays, matrix displays and 
add ressing techn iques, int eractive terminals, p lasma device 
technology, disp lay applicat ions, display design crite ria, 
elect ron beam devices-CRTs and fla t panel, projection displays 
and image dat a comp ressio n. 

Among the hard copy t echniques to be reported will be a 
h igh speed serial inkjet printer, aeroso l jet printing, m icro
processor compatible the rmal printhead and a high resolution 
thermal printer . 

The role of the imagin itive and adventuresome resea rch and 
des ign engineer, often resu lt ing in unique p roducts, w ill be 
limelighted during a live ly luncheon t alk - Somewhere Under 
the Rainbow - by Henry Kloss of the Advent Corporation. 

The traditional evening discussion sessions, where pane lists 
and the audience can participate in spontaneous di scussions, 
wi ll aga in be held at the '76 Symposium. Three timely subject 
areas have been programmed: image evaluation factors, pro
jecti on TV - t he bright fu ture, and potentia l for color in 
di splays. 

Another featu re of the annual Sumposia - the Monday
Friday seminars- cosponsored by S ID and a university, has 
also been scheduled t his year. T he Uni vers ity of Cal ifornia / 
Los Angeles and S ID w ill offer eight in-depth tutorials by 
experts from univers it ies and industry. T opic emphasis will be 
on image processi ng, in general, and on biomedical and mes
sage-transmission applicat ions. Additiona l areas to be covered 
include pickup and di splay devices, charge-coupled imagers, 
CRTs and flat-panel disp lays for TV. Anot her aspect of TV 
to be explored includes color broadcasting and video disc 
systems, wh ich should soon appear on the consumer market. 

The ever-popu lar autho r interviews, affordi ng face-to-face 
chat s, with supporting operational p rototype models, wi ll 
again be held on two eveni ngs of the meeting. 

Also ava ilable at S ID 76 wi ll be the annua l DIGEST of 
T ECHNICA L PAPERS, with 800-1000 word illustrated 
condensations of all t a lks - invited and contributed - plus 
day-even ing session overview ed itor ia ls, and the seminar pre
sentati ons. Additional cop ies wi ll be ava il able at the meeting 
and t hereafter through the S l D office in Los Angeles: $ 15.00 
for members and $20.00 for nonmembers. 

As in t he past, an exh ibition, reflect ing t he latest develop
ments of operationa l systems, components and accesso ri es, 
wi ll be held during Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. On t he 
fi rst day, the show wi ll open at 10:00 A.M. and c lose at 5:30 
P.M . Fo llowing day hours wi ll be 9:00A.M. - 5:00P.M. 
Closing day hours will be 9:00A.M.- 3:00P.M. 

Advance registration fees for members are $40.00; non
members, $50.00. At -conference costs will be $50.00 for 
members and $60 .00 for nonmembers. The seminar reg istra
t ion fee fo r one day is $70.00 and $ 11 0.00 for both t he Mon
day and Friday sessions. 

The S ID 76 chai rman is William E. Good , General Electric 
Co., Syracuse, NY; program chairman is John A. va n Raa lte, 
RCA Labo ratories, Princeton, NJ . 

Programs, to be published soon, will be available from the 
S ID office, 654 North Sepulveda Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
CA 90049, or Lewis Wi n ne r, 162 W. 42nd St., New York, 
NY 10036. 

Wi lli am E. Good, Ch ai rman 

General Electric Company 

TUESDAY/MAY 4 

KEYNOTE: The Future of Information D isp lays 

INVITED/Vision-- Human and Electron ic 
A. Rose, Cal i forn ia Institute of Technology , Pasadena, CA 

INVITED/ D esign Principles for the use of Color in D isplays 
W.H. Teichner, New Mexico State Universit y_, Las Cruces, NM 

J. Hillier, RCA Corp., New York, NY 
INVI TED/Computer Output Printing 

R.A . Myers, IBM T .J . Watson Research Ctr., Yorktown Heights, NY 
Potential Speed and Resolution Capabi lities for Ink Jet Printing 

J.J. Stone, Jr., A .B. Dick Co., Elk Grove Vil lage, IL 
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TUESDAY/MAY 4 

High Speed Serial Ink Jet Printer 
Y. Sumitomo, T. Kobayaski, Y. Yamakoto, M. Aiba, S. Kinpara 
and S. Mito, Sharp Corp., Nora, Japan 

Aerosol Jet Printing 
W. B. Pennebaker, IBM T.J. Watson Research Ctr., Yorktown Heights, NY 

Controlled-ion- Flow Electrostatic Printing 
G. Pressman, Electroprint, Inc. , Cupertino, CA 

Microprocessor Compatible Thermal Printhead 
W.S . Henrion, Texas Instruments, Inc., Houston TX 

High Resolution Thermal Printer 
S. Nakaya and A. Watanabe, Oki Electric Industry Co., Inc., 
Tokyo, Japan 

INVITED/ Large-Scale Liquid Crystal Matrix Display 
K. Ono, E. Mitani, E. Kaneko and M. Sato, Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 
S. Fujii, Dai Nippon Toryo Co., Ltd ., Ch igasaki-shi, Japan 
S. Furuuchi, Asahi Glass Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 

Tw isted Nematic Displays for Multiplexing 
A.R. Kmetz, T .J. Scheffer, J. Nehring and W. Hollinger 
Brown Boveri Research Ctr., Baden, Switzerland 

Triode Optical-Gate Liquid Crystal Devices for Dynamic Image Displays 
D.J . Channin, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, NJ 

A Non Scanning Matrix Addressing Technique for Certain Liquid 
Crystal Displays 

W.L. Carl, Integrated Display Systems, Inc. , Montgomeryville, PA 
C.R. Stein, General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY 

A Liquid Crystal Bar Graph Meter 
S. Sherr, North Hills Electronics, Inc., Glen Cover, NY 

A Multichip MOS Video Liquid Crystal Display 
C.P. Stephens and L.T. Lipton, Hughes Aircraft Co., Carlsbad , CA 

Human Factors Design Criteria for Liquid Crystal Displays 
W. L. Mart in, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, 
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 

WEDNESDAY/MAY 5 

Character Display using Thin-Film EL Panel with Inherent Memory 
C. Susuki, Y. Kanatani, M. lse, E. Misukami, K. lnasaki and S. Mito 
Sharp Corp ., Nara, Japan 

Limitations on the Size of Monolithic X-Y Addressable LED Arrays 
B. L. Frescura, Hewlett-Packard Laborator ies, Palo Alto, CA 

Some Recent Advances on the Development of the Magnetic Particles 
Display 

L.L. Lee, The Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, IN 
Bipolar Integrated Circuit Plasma Panel Drive System 

J .W.V. Mil ler and J.D. Schermerhorn, Owens-Illinois, Inc., 
Toledo , OH 

A Display/Memory Unit with Light Pen Capability 
A.C. Cri b bs, Owens-Illin ois, Inc., Toledo, OH 
P.D.T. Ngo, Bell Laboratories, Holmde l, NJ 

INVITED/The VRAS System 
R.J. Wherry, Jr., Naval Air Development Ctr., Warminster, PA 

Design a nd Evaluation of a Text Editing Console 
T. Bentley, Tektronix, Inc. , Beaverton, OR 

A Display Processor fo r High Effic iency Text Editing 
R.B. Kalin, Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA 

A Microprocessor-Based Visual Communications Terminal 
T .F. Sesnowski and R.C. Brainard, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ 

Microprocessor-Based Di splay Terminal 
D.J. Heller and B. H. Fagan, General Electric Co., Pittsfield, MA 

A Monolithic Constant-Velocity Vector Generator 
M. L. Rieger, Tektronix , Inc., Beaverton, OR 

A Green AC Plasma Display 
H. Yamash ita, S. Andoh and T. Shi noda, Fijitsu Labora tories, Ltd., 
Hyogo , Japan 

Theory of Memory Effects for the AC Plasma Display Panel 
L.F. Weber, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 

State Flipping of a Plasma Panel Cell 
P.D.T. Ngo, Bell Laboratories, Ho lmdel, NJ 

Coupled-Matrix, Threshold-Logic AC Plasma Display Panel 
T.N. Criscimagna, J .R. Reid l, M. Steinmetz and J. Hevesi 
IB M Corp., Kingston, NY 

TUESDAY/MAY 4 

Image Evaluation Factors 

Projection Te levision - The Future is Bright 

WEDNESDAY/MAY 5 

Tubular Transparent Plasma Graphics Panel 
J.O. Atkins, Control Da ta Corp., Minneapolis, MN 

Analysis and Performance of Hg-Butfer Gas Display Panel Discharge Cells 
M. McDonough and A.B. Budinger, GT E Laboratories, Waltham, MA 

INVITED/Graphanumeric Displays- an Emerging Market 
G. Wasserman, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, MA 

Accessing and Displayin~ High Resolution Micro-image Information 
R.A. Botticelli, D.J. Walker and G.N. Wallmark, 
Epsco Laboratories, Wilton, CT 

An Interactive Ocean Traffic Geographic Display System 
S.E. Arkin and B. E. Martin , Jr., Nava l Research Laboratory, 
Washington , DC 

Human Factors Aspects of Display Design 
R.I. Rosenthal, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ 

An Associative Approach to Display Processing 
J .M. Vocar and W.C. Meilande r 
Goodyear Aerospace Corp., Akron, OH 

A Three-Dimensional Display w ith True Depth and Paralla x 
G.L. Lazik, Perceptronics, Inc., Wood land Hills, CA 

THURSDAY/ MAY 6 

INVITED/ Dot-Matri x Alphanumeric Identification as a Function of 
Font and Discrete Element Degradation 

T.M. Riley, Bunker-Ramo Corp ., Dayton, OH 
Relative Effectiveness of Color Coding 

R.E. Christ , New Mexico State University , Las Cruces, NM 
Target Acquisition Performance w ith Color Versus Black and White TV 

D.W. Wagner, Naval Weapons Center, Ch ina Lake, CA 
A Comparative Study of Active and Passive Displays for Cockpit Use 

J . H. Wharf, D.V. Peters, R.N. Tyte and B. Ellis, 
Royal Ai rcraft Establishment, Hants, England 

Prediction of Modulation Detectability Thresholds for 
Line-Scan Displays 

R.L. Keesee and H.L. Snyder, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University, Blacksburg, VA 

Computer Input using Reduced l<eysets 
E.H. Hilborn, U.S. Dept . of Transportation, Cambridge, MA 

INVITED/ Twenty-Five Years Without Panel TV 
J .W. Schwartz, Zenith Radio Corp., Niles, IL 

The Shaped Beam Tube for Computer Displays 
D.J. Haflinger, Stromberg Datagraphix, Inc., San Diego, CA 

A Monolithic I C for Pincushion Distortion and De-Focus Correction 
H.L. Golladay and B.A. Rosa rie, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR 

Flat Pla ne! Multi-Digit Fluorescent Display 
K. Kiyozumi, M. Masuda and T. Nakamura 
lse Electron ics Co., lse-Shi, Mie Pref., Japan 

A Hybrid Flat Display System 
M.D. Sirkis, H. I. Refioglu, I. Kaufman and G.E. Huling, 
Ar izona State University, Tempe, AZ 

A Flat Panel TV Display 
R. Schulman and J.W. Schwartz, Zenith Radio Corp., Niles, IL 

A High Performance Large Screen CRT Projecto r 
R.A. Wileman and R. E. Thoman, General Dynamics Corp ., 
San Diego, CA 

A Bistable Electret Display Device 
J.L. Bruneel, J.J. Crosnier, J.P . Hu igna rd and F. Micheron 
Thomson, CSF, Or say, France 

A Low Noise Image Amplifier 
J.M. Pollack a nd J .B. Flannery, Xerox Corp., Rochester, NY 

Improved Liquid Crystal Image Storage Device 
J. Adams, G. D ir, I. Gates, W. Haas, K. Nelson, J. Stephany and 
S . Tutihasi, Xerox Corp . , Rochester, NY 

Data Reduction of Dither Coded Images by Bit Interleavi ng 
C.N. Judice, Bell Laborator ies, Holmdel, NJ 

Compressing Ordered Dither Images with 2-D Pattern Matching 
R.L. Johnson and A.B. Whi te, University of Ill ino is, Urbana, I L 

Efficient Frame Memory Storage of a Color TV Picture 
R.D. So lomon, MIT, Cambridge, MA 

WEDNESDAY/MAY 5 

Potential for Color in Displays 

I MONDAY /MAY 3 

So lid-State I m age Transducers 
David F. Barbe, Naval Res. Lab., Wash ington, DC 

Approaches to Flat-Plan TV Displays 
Alan Sabel , Zenith Rad io Corp., Chicago, I L 

Digital Image Enhancement and Restoration Display Techniques 
William K. Pratt, Univ. of So. Ca lifornia, Los Angeles, CA 

Biomedical Image Processing 
Jack Sklansky, Univ. of Ca lifornia, Irvi ne, CA 
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US Color TV Fundamentals - A Review 
Dalton H. Pritchard, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, NJ 

A Review of Video Disc Systems 

FRIDAY/MAY 7 

Jon K. Clemen, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, NJ 
John Winslow, MCA-Discovision, Torra nce, CA 

Analog and Digital Techniques for High-Speed Facsimile 
Bru no J . Vieri and John D. Torpie, Xerox Corp. , Dall as, TX 

Fundamentals of CRTs: A Tutoria l Review 
Peter Seats, Tho m as Electronics, Inc ., Wa yne, NJ 

NEW PRODUCTS 
MULTI-CORE FIBER OPTIC 
COMMUNICATIONS CABLE 

A new multi-core fiber optic commun
ications cable is available in various num
bers of optical and electricl channels 
and configurations. 

Pictured is a cable containing sixteen 
fiber optic channels plus three conven
tional wire links, a product developed for 
linking a computer main frame to per
ipheral equipment operating in a noisy 
electricl environment. 

Designated " Fibroflex 400X," this 
new prcduct is based on a prior multi
core fiber optic communications cable 
tha t contains 96 fibers jacketed in PVC 
and which withstands a continuous oper
ating temperature of 105° C. (221 ° F.) 
with an attenuation of less than 400 
dB/km at 800 n.m. The fib er optic 
channels and wirelinks are color coded 
and grouped in conventional electrical 
cable arrangement. Jacketed in PVC to 
form a compact and flexible link , "Fibro
flex 400X" has a lower operating and 
storage temperatu re of -40° C. and F. 

Rank Precision Industries, Inc. 
411 East Jarvis Avenue 
Des Plaines, Ill. 60018 
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INTEGRATED 
PHOTOMULTIPLIERS 

DuMont -announces the DH2000 Series 
of low-cost integrated photomultiplier 
devices. The units are designed for OEM 
applications in laser scanning and light 
measurement systems. Other applications 
are in sensing, measurement, and control 
systems and devices for industrial and 
laboratory use. 

DH2000 Series units accept standard 
head-on photomultiplier tubes up to 2 
inches in diameter. The housing acts as 
a light-tight enclosure and provides 
eiectromagnetic and electrostatic shield
ing. Three models are available, the 

DH2050 - with integrated , voltage
programmable power supply, the 
DH2025- with integrated, manually
adjustable power supply, and the 
DH2010 - with potted interdynode 
resistor network, fo r use where exter
nal phototube power is available. 

Endcaps for aperture and filter mount
ing may be supplied by the user or can 
be ordered from DuMont. 

DuMont Electron Tubes and Devices 
Corporation 
750 Bloomfield Avenue 
Clifton , NJ 07015 
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HIGH POWER 
LASER 

LEXEL has extended its line of higher 
power lasers with the new Model 96, 
an argon laser that delivers up to 5W 
of TEM00 power and 6W of MTM power. 

The Model 96 laser is intended for 
applicatons in spectroscopy, dye pump
ing, holography , laser doppler veloc
imetry, medicine and biochemistry, and 
photocoagulator systems. 

This argon laser incorporates design 
features as in earlier LEXEL models to 
yield the same reliability and stability. 
It fea tures a permanently sealed gas 
reservoir, thus eliminating the problems 
of gas fill systems; a solid invar rod 
resonator structure for mechanical integ
rity and exceptional stability; and a con
tinuously active getter that assures easy 
starting after indefinite shelf life. 

By complying with the BRH Per
formance Standards for Class IV lasers, 
it incorporates key control, radiation 
emission indicators, beam attenuator, 
safety in te rlock, remote control connec
tor, and all required lableing. 

LEXEL Corporation 
928 East Meadow Drive 
Palo Alto , Ca . 
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SELF-CONTAINED 
IR AMPLIFIER
POWER SUPPLY 

The model AXRP-309 series amplifier
power supply is a complete IR trans
mitter, receiver and power supply mod
ular system component for use with a 
wide variety of STI sensor heads. 

The self-contained unit is packaged 
in a rugger anodized aluminum enclos
ure, approximately 4" x 1 ~, x IW' 
(I 0 .3 em x 4.4 em x 3 .8 em) which is a 
totally epoxy encapsulated, water tight , 
shock proof module. 

The new unit incorporates STI pa-
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tented solid sta te circuit ry which permits 
highly sensit ive optical detection with 
complete avoidance o f ambient light 
interference from external sources, in
cluding bright sunl ight , atmospheric con
taminants , dust , o il vapors and films, 
and airborne condensations such as 
fog or rain. Input power is standard 
12 V AC, 12 VDC and 24 VDC.A standard 
I 0 VDC logic signal capable of sourcing 
I milliamp and sinking I 00 mill iam ps is 
provided. This output is capable of driv
ing a I 2V coil on mechanical relays and 
can be pulled up to 12-30 VCD through 
the use o f an external pull-up resistor. 
The regulated powe r supply has au to
m a tic short circuit protection. The unit 
can be used with batteries due to its 
low power requi rement. 

The AXRP-309 can be converted 
to any of STI's standard solid-state IR 
sensor heads for configurat ion in the 
reflex , transmit ter beam or proximity 
modes. Optional cable lengths can be 
fitted ; up to 150 feet (46 meters) at the 
sensor end and 500 fee t ( 150 meters) 
at the output. 

Delivery of the basic Model AXRP-309 
is two weeks and single unit price is 
$78 .00. Quantity discounts and special 
configurat ions to OEM specifica tions 
are also available. 

Scientific Technology Incorporated 
120 I San Antonio Road 
Mountain View, Ca . 94043 
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AUTOMATIC 
PULSED-LIGHT 
PHOTOMETER 

Pho to Research has introduced a 
fu lly automatic pulsed-l ight photometer, 
the Spectra® Pritchard® 1980A-PL. The 
u nit includes a wide-band output signal 
jack for measuring pulse shapes and peak 
power with the aid of an oscilloscope. 
It also offers direct digital readout of 
in tegrated rad iant energy in a single pulse 
or a series of pulses. Minimum pulse rise 
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and decay times of 50 nsec can be meas
ured , and total radiant energy in pulses 
as short as 180 nsec can be accurate ly 
integra ted. 

The 1980A-PL featu res electronic 
au toranging over 4 full ranges , providing 
6 decades of direct readout without 
opera tor adjustments over a full-scale 
sensitivity range of from IQ-5 to I 0 7 

foot-Lamberts. A built-in AutoComp™ 
system automa tically compensates for 
any changes in filter , electronic gain, or 
aperture settings. The result is direct 
reading with no correction factors. 
The AutoZero™ system automatically 
zeros out steady-state ambient ligh t and 
dark curre nt. 

Photo Research 
Division of Kollmorgen Corporation 
3000 North Hollywood Way 
Burbank, Ca. 91505 
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LARGE-SIZE 
READOUTS 

An expanded line of SignalexR elec
tromagnetic numeric readouts has been 
announced by The Staver Company. 
Added to the o riginal I W' H Signal ex 
!SOL, the new displays will be available 
in sizes up to 12" H. All are electromag
net ic 7-segmen t readouts for pulse oper
ation, providing the advantages of inher
ent memory and high visibility in ambient 
ligh t. 

The 4" Signalex 400L and 6" 600L 
are easily legible at distances up to 100 
ft. and 200 ft., respectively. The 400L 
requires a min imum pulse width o f 50 
milliseconds and just under 1 watt per 
segment during pulse . The larger 600L 
requires a pulse width of at least 90 
mill iseconds and less than 1 ~ watts per 
segment. 

The circuits are balanced, in duration 
and curren t level , for equal display and 
ret ract pulses. Windings, which are 

standard for 12 VDC operation , can be 
specially designed for individual produc
tion applications. Both units may be used 
in ambient temperatures from -40° to 
+ 180° F. In ambien t temperatures not 
exceeding 150°F , continuous current 
may be applied. 

6" 

11!2' 

I 
Extra-large-size Signalex displays , 9" 

and 12", for truck weighing scales, score
boards, outdoor signs and similar appli
cations are available in phototype quan
tities. With electromagnetic actuation 
and pulse operation , they will be signifi
cantly under the power requirements of 
the usual large-size devices. All Signalex 
readouts have inherent memory, with 
current needed only to change displays, 
never to maintain them. Standard colors 
are white on black , with customized 
colors available on special order. 

• 
Staver Company, Inc. 
41-51 N. Saxon Avenue 
Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706 
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LED LAMP 
DIRECTLY INTERCHANGEABLE 
WITH INCANDESCENT 

Developed as a direct replacement 
for the T -1 ~ incandescent equivalent, 
Dialight's new series 549 Bi-Pin lamp is 
a Callum Arsenide Phosphide device with 
red diffused lens and is offered in 2 
models. 

One has an integral resistor for direct 
use at SV, 16 mA, and the o ther, a 1.7V 
unit, requires an external series resistor. 

Company design makes d ense pack
aging possible on printed-circuit boards. 
Pins are molded in a black plastic case , 
which has a fla t for indexing to establish 
correct polarity. Terminations are 0.025" 
square lead s with gold plating, which is an 
aid in soldering. Rigidity of th e leads 
provides for easy insertion and removal 
from sockets, or for d irect printed
circuit board mounting. 

These uni ts offer high reliability with 
life measured in years, and are immune 
to shock and vibration and can be driven 
directly from DTL and TTL logic. 

The Bi-Pin lamp with a built-in resistor 
is offered at prices competitive wi th 
other LED lamps sold without a resistor. 

In I ,000 lot quantities , each unit sells 
for $.54 each w/o resistor, and $.69 each 
with resistor. Availability is from stock. 

Dialight 
203 Harrison Place 
Brooklyn, NY 11237 
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14 DIGIT 
PLANAR DISPLAY 

A new gas discharge display with .25" 
high neon orange characters has just 
been introduced by Cherry Electrical 
Products of Waukegan, Illinois. Compact 
in size, the unit measures 4.4" x .905" x 
.1 97". 

Called Plasma-Lux, the 7 segment, 
14 digit display is Part No. W!4-0003. In 
addi tion to the 14 numerals, the unit has 
decimal points and commas and can be 
shipped separately or with a special unit
ized connector (W30- 1430) that has 
bifurcated contact tabs fo r positive , 
reliable connection. 

The Wl4-0003 gas discharge display 
is neon orange in color for ease of visi
bility and is readily filtered . This bright 
digital readout is ideal for such applica
tions as electronic calculators, instru
ments and o ther electron ic equipment. 

List price on the W 14-000 3 Plasma-

Lux display is $ 16.89 with net cost of 
$6.59 in 2 ,000 piece quantity. The 
W30-1403 unitized connector has List 
price of $2.61 with net cost of $ 1.02 at 
the 2,000 piece quantity level. 

Cherry Electrical Products Corp. 
3600 Sunset Avenue 
Waukegan , Ill. 60085 
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ACHROMAT LENSES 

Melles Griot (formerly Optical Indus
tries) has introduced an extensive line of 
computer optimized achromat lenses with 
focal lengths ranging from l Omm to 
1185mm. 

Available in diameters from 6mm to 
80mm, these achromats have been de
signed with infinite conjugate ratios for 
widest use. Coma, astigmatism and in
ward field curvature have been suppressed 
over a 5 degree angular field , covering the 
majority of instrumental applications. 

Optimum f-number occurs at nearly full 
aperture for each lens. 

Prices of the computer optimized 
achromats range from $2 1.50 to $118. 
Lenses are shipped from stock with anti
reflection coating for the visible range. 
Laser line " V" coatings and HEBBARtm 
coatings are also available . 

Melles Griot 
3006 Enterprise Street 
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 
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CATHODE 
RAY TUBES 
WE OFFER YOU TECHNICAL AB ILITY FOR 
ANY SPECIAL CRT AND DI SPLAY SYSTEM 

CRT 
FIBER OPTIC FACE 
BACK PORTED 
MONOSCOPES 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
CUSTOM GEOMETRIES 

PHOSPHOR SCREENS 
ELECTRON OPTICS. 

SYSTEMS 
FLYING SPOT SCANNERS, 
MONITORS, FIBER OPTIC 
PRINTERS, DATA TERMINALS. 

DESIGN - DEVELOPMENT -
PRODUCTION TUBES AND 
SYSTEMS. 

M. SADOWSKY S. CARLIS LE P. KEEGAN 

SPECIAL PURPOSE 
TECHNOLOGY CO. 
16300 LINDBERGH STREET, VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91406 

TELEPHONE: (213) 989-4610 
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SUSTAINING MEMBERS 
AERONUT RONIC FORD CORP. 
WDL Division, Palo A lto, California 

AYDIN CONTRO LS 
414 Commerce Drive, Fort Washington 19034 

BUR ROUGHS CORPORATION 
Federal and Special Systems Group, 
Electronic Components Division, 
Plainfield, New Jersey 07061 

CAR DI ON ELECTRON I CS 
A Division of General Signal Corp orat ion 
Long I sland Expressway, Woodbury. NY 11797 

CHERR Y ELECTRI CAL PRODUCTS CO RP. 
3600 Sunset Ave., Waukegan, Illinois 60085 

CONRAC CORPORATI ON 
330 Madison Ave., New York, New York 11 017 

DAT A DISC, INCORPORAT ED 
686 West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

DISPLAY COMPONENT S, INC. 
550 Newtown Rd., Littl eton, Mass. 02460 

DuMONT ELECTRON TUBES 
AND DEV ICES CORP. 
750 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, NJ 07015 

FER RANTI EL ECTRON IC COMPANY 
Plainview, New York 

GENISCO COMPUTERS 
17805 Skypark Circle Dr., Suite D, 
Irvine, CAlifornia 92707 

GM L IN FORMAT ION SERVICES 
594 Marrett Road, Lexington, Mass. 02173 

HEWLETT-PACKAR D COMPANY 
1900 Garden of the Gods Road, 
Colorado Spri ngs, Colorado 80907 

HUGHES A IRCRAFT COMPANY 
Culver City, Ca lifornia 90230 

IBM CORPORATION 
Armonk, New York 

NAC INCORPORATED 
17 Kowa Bldg., No. 2-7, Nishiazabu 1-ch rome 
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

OPTICA L ELECTRONI CS, INC. 
P.O. Box 111 40, Tucson, A rizona 85734 

OWENS ILLINOIS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1035, Toledo, Ohio 43666 

PHOTO RESEARCH DIVISION 
Kollmorgen Corporation 
3000 N. Hollywood Way, Burbank, CA 91505 

RANK EL ECTRONIC T UBES 
RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
Sidcup By-Pass, Sidcup, Kent, England 

RA YT HEON COMPAN Y 
Industrial Components Operation 
465 Centre Street, Quincy, Mass. 02169 

REDACTRON CORPORA T ION, INC. 
OEM D ivision, 1 00 Parkway Drive South 
Hauppauge, New York 11787 

SIEM ENS A G 
Components Market ing, 76 St. Martinstr ., 
Munich, West Germany 

SING ER-LI BRASCOPE 
Aerospace & Marine Systems Group 
833 Sonora Avenue, Glendale, Cali forn ia 91201 

SYNTR ONI C INSTR UMENTS, INC. 
100 Industrial Road, Addison, Il linois 

T EKT RONI X, INC. 
Information Display Products 
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005 

THOMAS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
100 Riverview Drive, Wayne, New Jersey 07470 

THOMSON-CSF 
Paris, France 

X EROX CORPORATION 
El Segundo, California 90245 
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Picture your board room with 
bright, color video graphics 
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The ever growing use of data processing is 
providing an important planning and analysis 
resource for executives in a broad spectrum 
of business: from bankers, to bakers, to can
dlestick makers. 

The computer's expanding involvement with 
daily operations produces a wealth of infor
mation that often requires frequent presenta
tion to groups of six, sixty, or six hundred or 
more people. 

Illustrate your data bank 
The most valued and versatile component in 
your information system could be the large 
screen color television projector .. . the in
comparable General Electric PJ5000. Coupled 
to your computer facilities through suitable 
interface equipment, it can project Alpha-
numeric data, graphic displays and computer 
generated images, in real time, for instant 
review and analysis. In addition, it can project 
information from all standard video sources. 

Just visualize a 2 to 20 foot wide TV screen 
with fast breaking investment data, or sale-; 
information for immediate discussion and 
decision, being presented in color. Or cor
porate strategy ideas being immediately fed 
to the computer and their likely consequences 

---- projected as "war game" conclusions in 
TV graphs and charts. 

• 

All the advantages of utilizing computer 
data bank information as a decision making 
resource are greatly magnified by the use of 
large screen TV projection. The GE PJ5000 is 
designed to deliver a dependable professional 
performance with ease of operation. The GE 
exclusive single gun, single optical path sys
tem projects bright, natural color pictures with 
inherent color registration, on large screens 
for front or rear projection. 

The PJ5000 is easily transportable and 
ready to move from your board room, to any 
other location, and it operates from standard 
120v /20 amp appliance outlets. Its compact, 
self-contained Control unit can be removed 
from the projector, for remote set-up and 
operating control, with the addition of an 
accessory control cable. 

The PJ5000 solid-state, high brightness, 
color video projector is engineered for excel
lent picture quality and power efficiency, with 
ease of operation, maintenance and service. 

To find out more on how to present your data 
in a dynamic new light, call (315) 456-2562 
or 456-2533 today, or write to: 

Video Display Equipment Operation 
General Electric Company 
Electronics Park, 6-206 
Syracuse, New York 13201 

The GE large screen color TV projector... PJ5000 
GENERAL . ELECTRIC 
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CELCO's Computer-Control led Step & Repeat 
Camera can reproduce your d igitized photo
graphic data on plate or film to 4096 lines. 

The CELCO SRC produces typograph ic font 
masters for the printing industry, cloth ing 
patterns for garment manufacturers, or hybrid 
circui t and micro-circui t mask fabrication. 
CELCO's Camera is designed for precis ion 
reg istration of high ly accurate, computer-ac
cessed photographic data. 

The System features: 
• X-Y step and repeat table for up to 10" x 

10" travel. Other configurations are avail
able. 

• Automatic mul ti-lens selection 

• 0.05% non- linearity 

• 0.01% Long Term Stability and Repeat
abi lity 

CONSTANTINE ENG INEER ING 

11 50 E. Eighth Street, Upland , CA 91786 

CELCO's 
Computer
controlled 
Step & Repeat 
Camera can 
reproduce 
your High
Resolution 
photographic 
computer 
imagery to 
40961ines. 

CAMERA ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS: 

CRT Reso lut ion 

LENSES 

IMAGE PROPERTIES: 

0.00111 li ne w idth standard. 

Computer-selectable lens tur
ret avai lable if requ ired. Ac
commodates 4 lens pos itions. 

Linearity 0 .05% ± 1 LSB or better. 

Long Term Stabili ty 
and Repeatab ili ty Better than 0.01% ± 1 LSB. 

Li miting Resolution 100 line pairs/ mm aerial w ith 
50 line pai rs / mm limiting re
solution guaranteed on Kodak 
CPN4301 Ortho Il l photo
graphic plates. 

SKEW & PARALLELISM 0.025% ±1 LSB 

OPTIONAL EQU IPM ENT: 

X-Y Step and 
Repeat Tables 

Automatic Lens 
Selection 

LABORATOR I ES 

For up to 10" x 10" t ravel. 
Other conf igurat ions avail 
ab le. 

For up to 4 on-line stations. 

COMPAN Y 

70 Constantine Drive, Mahwah, N J 07430 
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